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Using technology to enhance writing in primary grades
Abstract
Computers in the primary classroom have been a controversial topic for many years. Many believe that
computers do not benefit young children. In the past, very little research has been done in the primary
classroom to prove or disprove the critics. Most of the studies focused on upper elementary, middle
school, and high school. Three years ago, the federal government sought to validate the need for
computers in the primary classroom. In doing so, the Natie (all names are pseudo names) Community
Schools received a federal grant to study computers in the primary classroom. As a teacher in that school
district, I was asked to participate in the implementation of this project.
What quickly became apparent was that my on-the-job experience with computers and my academic
research at the university could be combined to more fully explore the question of viability of computers
in the classroom. My final project is, thus, the culminating point of my research and experience to date
with these endeavors. It is my hope, however, that it will also be a beginning point for others to explore
these matters at greater depth and application.
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Introduction
Computers in the primary classroom have been a controversial topic for many
years. Many believe that computers do not benefit young children. In the past, very little
research has been done in the primary classroom to prove or disprove the critics. Most of
the studies focused on upper elementary, middle school, and high school. Three years
ago, the federal government sought to validate the need for computers in the primary
classroom. In doing so, the Natie (all names are pseudo names) Community Schools
received a federal grant to study computers in the primary classroom. As a teacher in that
school district, I was asked to participate in the implementation of this project.
Coincidentally, at the same time, I began seeking a Master's Degree in Literacy
Education. What quickly became apparent was that my on-the-job experience with
computers and my academic research at the university could be combined to more fully
explore the question of viability of computers in the classroom. My final project is, thus,
the culminating point of my research and experience to date with these endeavors. It is
my hope, however, that it will also be a beginning point for others to explore these
matters at greater depth and application.
While I am convinced that this research has general applicability to elementary
classrooms throughout the country, the Natie Community School District is distinct in its
location, size, and demographics. More specifically, the school system is located in the
rural southwest part of a Midwest state. While it is considered by some to be a
"bedroom" community of a larger metropolitan area, the school system has not reaped
any substantial benefits from this distinction and continues to struggle financially. The
town in which my school is located has a population of approximately 400 people and the
majority of the students are bused into school each day.
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By implication, therefore, this situation is further agitated by the pure size and
scope of the district. The Natie Community School District is one of the largest school
systems in the state if judged purely on its square mileage. The school system must,
therefore, allocate its limited resources based on need and effectiveness, but also on an
equitable distribution of funds. In other words, although serious attempts are made at
meeting the needs of all the students and teachers, th~ system must rely on developing
innovative methods for stretching their finances and searching out additional funding
through state and federal grants.
As is clear to any that have applied for these types of grants, the demographics of

the school district and the school itself are critical to determining one's eligibility for
application. While the Natie Community School District is located in a low to middle
income area -- 26 % of students receive free or reduced priced lunches - it is not
particularly diverse in its student population. Further, while our teacher to student ratio is
less than ideal - approximately 1 to 25 - it is not so burdensome as to be unworkable.
Grant eligibility is often based, therefore, on the limited financial resources of the school
district and our willingness to develop unique and innovative learning environments.

It 1is important to note, therefore, that the applicability of this project depends not only on
the specific techniques explored in it, but also on the school's willingness to experiment
with research-based learning tools. Implementation depends less on a school's financial
resources and more on a teacher's ability to devote adequate time to focusing on new
opportunities. While the Natie Community School District faces many challenges, the
teachers are blessed with quality leadership dedicated to exploring new options and
students that for the most part allow educators to do just that.
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Methodology
To obtain information for the research component for this study, I used the
University ofNorthern Iowa's distance learner's resources. Many of the current research
articles were available on-line. Books were available through the distance learner's
program. I also used the University of Omaha at Omaha's library to provide a larger
research base. Research articles and books were chosen based on the quality of
information each contained, their applicability, and their insight relating to the project.
More specifically, the articles were originally selected by general means - those related
to computers, to children and technology, to the writing the process and to innovative
educational tools. Gradually, over the course of a year, I was able to more clearly focus
my research on those areas which dealt with the specific challenges and solutions
proffered by both educational scientists and teachers in the field. While serious merit
was given to those articles written by professional researchers in this field, it was my
sense that the most insightful perspectives came from those who had themselves tried to
integrate technology into their classrooms. To that end, I found that gleaning information
from the bibliographies of those hands-on educators offered a treasure-trove of pertinent
material.
After finishing the research aspect, I began work on the project portion.
Computer programs were chosen based on research, user compatibility and classroom
experience. As avid education technology user will know, however, there is a great
variety of programs available on the market for those systems with unlimited resources.
Without the benefit of such circumstances, the school district relied on the expertise of
the technology specialist to help winnow down the programs. Once she had developed a
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list of possible programs, more research was conducted on the advantages of each
program. Finally programs were purchased based on their ability to accomplish the goals
of the school district and their affordability.
This work was primarily done through a trial and error process for the first year
of the research. Although painstaking at times, this endeavor served at least one vital
purpose - demonstrating that although some techniques are viable and useful in the nontechnology based education arena, many methods were not easily translated into this
particular learning mechanism.
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Literature Review

If teachers were asked the question, "Do you think writing is important?" The
majority of teachers would respond with a resounding yes. However, the response would
not be the same to the question, "Do you believe children should use computers?" There
is a great deal of skepticism and hesitation over the use of computers in early childhood
literacy programs. Many teachers wonder if they have the time to spare teaching children
how to use computers. Graves ( 1991) believes teachers need to focus on skills children
will need in the future. The workplace environment has changed more rapidly in the last
century than any other century due to technology and new forms ofliteracy. When
children graduate from high school they will not only need to have well developed
writing skills, but they will also need to be technologically literate in order to perform in
a changing society (Winch, Johnston, Holliday, Ljungdahl, & March, 2001).
Learning to write is incorporated into every early childhood program. Early
literacy research has shown that even very young children exhibit signs ofliteracy.
Significant issues in discussing the use of writing in the primary classroom are
developmental writing, writing as a process, and the social aspects of writing. An
I

additional element to the use of writing in the classroom is the use of computers to
facilitate that writing.
Literacy Development
The development of literacy knowledge is a natural process. Literacy begins at
the moment of birth and continues all through life (Morrow, 2001; Vygotsky, 1978).
Mothers teach babies a natural form ofliteracy as each responds to the other (Calkins,
1986). Children build on this adult interaction and also learn about literacy through play
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(Morrow). Pre-literacy exposure varies between children, therefore, they learn to read and
write at different times in their lives (Morrow; Clay1975; Graves, 1994). In the
beginning, children may learn to write before they arrive in the formal school setting
while others struggle with writing throughout their school career. A first grade study
asked children if they believed they were good writers. Eighty-four percent of the
children responded by saying they were good writers (Bradley-Darcy, 2001). When the
researcher showed the children a piece of work from the previous year, children's
explanations ranged from using different characters in the story to using proper
capitalization and punctuation skills. The children were aware, even at a surface level, of
what is needed to be a good writer (Bradley-Darcy).
As children learn to write they move through a developmental process. In Clay's
(1975) book What Did I Write she examines thirteen principles of writing development.
The following is a brief overview of each of the thirteen principles. The Sign Concept is a
stage where children learn that print has a message. During the Message Concept
children learn that what they are saying can be written down. Children copy print in the
Copying Principle. This is a laborious task for children and does not last long. Children
invent and decorate symbols during the Flexibility Principle. During the Inventory
Principle children take stock of what they know. Recurring Principle states that children
repeat the same action over and over. Children begin to learn some of the rules for
writing and combine symbols during the generating principle. As children have more
experience with reading and writing they learn that print has a direction. This stage is
called the Directional Principles. Reversing the Directional Pattern is the ninth stage
Clay describes. During this stage children start on the wrong side of the page or the
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bottom of the page. They often write mirror images of printed text. The Contrastive
Principle involves children playing with shapes and word patterns. The Space Concept
becomes important when children begin to write more than one word. They must learn
that a space goes between words. Soon after the Space Concept children have trouble
with Page and Book Arrangement. Children struggle when they run out of room on a
page and they still have something to write. The final principle Clay describes is the
Abbreviation Principle. Children have learned that words are made of letters; therefore,
words can be shortened with an abbreviation.
Morrow (2001) states that children seem to follow a pattern in their development.
She includes three stages. The first stage in the pattern is the Function of Literacy.
Children read and write words that have meaning to them. Forms of Print is the second
stage of interest. Children learn more details about configurations of letters and words.
The final stage of interest is the Conventions of Print. This stage includes things like
reading left to right.
Writing as a Process
As children move through the developmental stages of writing they begin to learn
I

writing as a process. Over the last twenty-five years, writing research has changed from
a product to a process. Process writing allows children to develop and improve their
ideas as they write (Millman & Clark, 1997). Researchers have determined that writers
of all ages have a process for writing. The names of the stages vary depending on which
research one reads.
Anderson and Speck (2001) list eight steps in the writing process. Step one is
Brainstorming, which helps students think of ideas. In step two, Drafting, children learn
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that writers use multiple drafts in writing. In the third step, Revising, children learn to
change their writing for their audience. In Peer Reviewing, the fourth step, classmates
provide the author with a real audience. This stage gives children a purpose for writing.
They know someone will be reading their story. Children are encouraged to Revise
again. In Editing, the sixth step, children learn how to help each other with spelling and
structural problems. In the Proofreading step, children look for any final corrections they
may have missed. The concluding step is preparing a Final Presentation Copy. Students
make a final copy to share with their audience.
Calkins (1986) prefers to use a four-step approach developed by Murray. In this
approach rehearsal is the first step of writing. As writers move through their lives they
are looking and thinking about what they can write. Writing one sentence in a journal
and keeping it for years may be a form of rehearsal. Over the years the author gathers
ideas to build on that one sentence. As ideas progress a writer begins to write, which in
tum, develops into the second stage of writing called drafting. All writers have their own
form of drafting. When a writer is done with a draft he/she must take part in the third
stage of writing called revision. The final step is editing. This is a process of making
corrections (Calkins). Millman and Clark (1997) uses the words prewrite, write, share,
revise, edit, and publish to describe the writing process. The researchers are quick to
point out that children can go from stage to stage in a matter of minutes. Writers are
always moving between the processes of writing. (Calkins; Millman & Clark; Anderson
& Speck, 2001)
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Social Aspects of Writing
Learning to write is a social process that begins very early in life. The best
literacy learning takes place in everyday situations and develops over time (Morrow,
2001; Neuman, 2001; Dyson, 1987). Young children watch adults write notes on a daily
basis as a way to communicate. The first words children usually learn to write are words
that have meaning to them (Bear, 2000). Most children who enter school believe they
know how to write and consider themselves good writers. These children have been
scribbling on paper for many years (Graves1983). Writing research has found that
young children need "purposeful writing activities" (Freedom, Dyson, Flower, & Chafe,
1987, p. 6). Purposeful writing activities help children express their own ideas.
Children write to express their ideas. When the writing process is included in a
classroom, many students use this time to get ideas from other students. Dyson (1987)
observed students writing in small groups. She found writing produces an unintentional
curriculum. Students are so wrapped up in trying to fit in with their peers, that they use
any tool available to them, in this case, writing. Children inadvertently teach each other
about writing and literacy (Dyson).
Vygotsky's (1978) definition of The Zone of Proximal Development gives
teachers another framework for extending development while incorporating the social
aspect of writing. He believed that if children worked with someone more capable, the
less capable child could build on the processes he/she was in the course of developing.
This Zone of Proximal Development also implies that literacy assessment should occur
while students are involved in a meaningful activity (Dixon-Krauss, 1996).
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Technology and Literacy
The use of computers in a primary classroom can support Vygotsky' s theory of
Proximal Development by acting as the more competent peer (Dixion-Krauss, 1996).
Technology is capable of supporting the social aspects oflearning and contributing to the
desired natural approach to writing. As the world becomes more dependent on
technology, the definition ofliteracy is changing to meet the needs of society (Leu, 1997,
& Edwards, 1991). At one point in time, signing ones name to a piece of paper was
considered literate. Society has moved beyond this definition of literacy and has moved
towards a whole new world of what it means to be literate. Technology has and will
continue to revolutionize the definition ofliteracy. Children are no longer required to
read isolated text on a page. They need to learn how to navigate through many forms of
information (Leu, 1998, Karchmer, 2001, Edwards, 1991).
A difficult question must be asked. Should new technologies be incorporated into
primary classrooms? It is important to look back in history before answering this
question. At one time, man developed a new technology called writing that enable him to
communicate with others. What if people of that time period said, "No" to the new idea
I

of written communication? Looking into the future may also change the minds of those
who do not believe in the importance of technology in the classroom. It is predicted that
the single most important factor in making a difference in the world economy is the
ability to use the computer (Collis & Anderson, 1994). It is imperative to evaluate
technology in the classroom and possible uses in the future with an open mind before
making decisions that will affect future generations ..
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Benefits and Possible Drawbacks of Computer Use
The technology movement in literacy education has been around for many years.
Authors of research from the 80's believed that technology would add another
meaningful way for children to write (Dudley-Marling, 1985, & Dickinson, 1986). Even
when computers were used mostly for drill and practice, researchers had already started
seeing the benefit of using computer word processing programs as a tool to teach children
that writing is a process (Dudley-Marling & Dickinson).
The addition of speech synthesis to word processing programs has increased the
benefit of computers. Children all learn in different ways. Adding speech synthesis to a
word processing program allows auditory learners yet another way to learn. It also helps
young writers make the connection between written language and spoken language, as
well as, provides scaffolding for further writing development (Rose & Meyer, 1994;
Borgh & Dickson, 1992). Children can check their writing to make sure it says what
they want it to say. Writing becomes an interactive process between the computer and
the child (Casey, 2000). Borgh and Dickson found children write and edit more when
they can hear what they have written.
Computers allow emergent writers to focus on writing. Young children are still in
the process of developing their small motor skills in the first few years of elementary
school, and are still learning the process of writing. Cochran-Smith (1990) found that
writing abilities in children might have been disguised due to their inability to write with
a pencil. Word processing programs enable young students to write more because they
are no longer struggling with small motor skills. (Cochran-Smith; Borgh & Dickson,
1992). They do not feel inundated with the small tasks of writing such as making
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corrections, spelling, and grammar (Jones, 1994). It has also been confirmed that
children feel free to edit their writing (Cochran-Smith). They are no longer overwhelmed
with the thought of rewriting the whole piece for one small change as they would when
writing with a pencil and paper.
The use of computers in primary classrooms is an extremely social process
(DeGroff, 1990). Researchers have found that children walking by computer screens
stop and talk to their friends about the text and pictures being projected on the screen.
They also discovered children talking about their finished product as they waited for the
printer to print (DeGrofl). Writing on the computer has the added benefit of helping
students become better partners. Another social effect of using the computers appears to
be that a child's self-esteem is fostered by the confidence and satisfaction generated by
having control of the computer and making choices during a program (Chang &
Osguthorpe, 1990). Computers seem to give some children new approval by their peers
(Brady & Hill, 1984).
Even with the many benefits of computers, some people still believe that young
children should not be allowed to use the computer. Skeptics of computer usage can be
I

traced back to 1967 when Spache (1967) thought Atkinson and Hansen were trying to
replace the classroom teacher with a robot. Although the argument and reasons have
changed over time, they still persist. There are three main arguments dealing with
computer usage in primary classes.
The argument that impacts children the most is the need for paper and pencil
activities. This is a valid argument that has been studied. Jones (1994) found that after
using a word processing program young children wrote more when they used a pencil and
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paper. On the flip side, children who seemed unable to generate text with a pencil and
paper were able to use the computer to write meaningful stories (Borgh & Dickson,
1992). Pencil and paper activities require a great deal of small motor skills that may not
develop until children mature, leaving them with a sense of inadequacy, as where, the
computer does not require fully developed small motor skills (Casey, 2000). Second,
upgrading computers is costly (DeGroff, 1990; Valmont, 1999; Brady & Hill, 1984 ).
This argument is found mostly in older research but still has some truths. Computers can
put strain on a tight school budget. Fortunately, the cost of computers has decreased
significantly in the past ten years. The third issue facing computer use is training of
teachers. In order to use computers effectively teachers need to have extensive
instruction (DeGroff; Valmont; Brady & Hill). Education is constantly changing.
Quality teachers will always need to attend training whether they use computers or not.
Whether a positive or negative aspect of writing on the computers, teachers have
the most impact on the outcome of technology use in the classroom (DeGroff, 1990).
Results vary from time spent using the computer to the importance and use of the
computer in the classroom (Cochran-Smith, 1991 ). Researchers agree that computers are
not a replacement for hands on activities and caring teachers (Spencer & Baskin, 1984;
Edwards, 1991 ). The computer is another tool for teachers to facilitate children and their
learning. (Dudley-Marling, 1985,;Yost, 2000; Chang & Osguthorpe, 1990).
Technology and Literacy Research Studies
A study at Fairmont University found that young authors have the ability to use
word processing programs in the writing process (Millman and Clark, 1997). Pre-service
teachers were given the opportunity to work with children using computers. The study
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was based on writing as a process fonn of writing. Children used the computer to make
lists during the prewriting stage. After making a list, the students were instructed to write
a story using one of the items on the list. During the editing phase, the researchers took
advantage of writing being a social process. Each student was paired with a classmate to
begin the editing process. When the students' stories were finished, students added
graphics from the word processor's bank of graphics. Researchers have found that
students who use the computer during the writing process revise and edit more often
(Moore, 1989).
The Internet and e-mail have opened up two more avenues for increased writing.
A program was implemented into a kindergarten classroom using e-mail. Yost, the
kindergarten teacher, requested e-mail addresses from the children's' family. She found
that students loved writing messages to their family. Yost's program was based on the
philosophy that young children need a variety of ways to write. By using e-mail children
learn that writing can be a very important communication tool (Yost, 2000; Chang &
Osguthorpe, 1990). In a study using the Internet, teachers found that students want to be
better writers because their work might be published on the Internet (Karchmer, 2001).
Conclusion
Some of the biggest names in writing believe that technology will play an
important role in writing. Morrow (2001) states in her book that technology is yet
another way to unleash emergent literacy skills. Computer software and the Internet have
great potential for literacy development. Technology can also be integrated into Graves
(1991) three approaches for modeling writing. He suggests using three traditional ways
to write with the children; large sheets of paper, overhead projector, and writing when the
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children are writing. Teachers who use technology can add an LCD projector as a fourth
form of writing in front of children.
Computers in early childhood classrooms have the potential to promote daily
authentic writing experiences. Programs that are chosen for children in the primary
grades must allow students self-selection (DeGroff, 1990). It is not beneficial for
children to use drill and practice software in isolation. More research is needed in
primary classrooms using technology in authentic ways to improve literacy. The studies
that have been conducted in primary classrooms are scarce and the writing has been
fragmented to [fit] the needs of young learners.
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Overview
This program is inherently flexible. Although it was developed around certain
core characteristics which I believe capitalize on the resources available to the average
teacher, I would like to stress that these are far from written in stone. That said, the first
core characteristic focuses on the student to computer ratio. In a favorable environment,
a pair of students will be assigned tq a single computer when doing group activities.
When activities require a computer for each child, computers may be borrowed from
other classrooms. It should be noted, however, that current research seems to indicate
that computers may be useful in encouraging cooperation and group learning when
students are allowed to share computer time. Therefore, the 2 students per I computer
ratio is the ideal.
Secondly, to better allow for varying student learning methods, the LCD projector
should be utilized. First and foremost, this alleviates some of the anxieties some students
have regarding new technologies. Further, it enables visual learners to follow along in a
more orderly fashion. Finally, it allows the teacher to roam more freely throughout the
I

room to aid in the functioning of this program.
The final core criterium is the teacher. While it seems obvious, the key to this
entire endeavor is the teacher's active and enthusiastic assistance throughout every
learning phase. Without adequate guidance, students may feel lost and incapable of
digesting all the requisite information. With sufficient involvement by the teacher,
however, students will be more likely to embrace this opportunity.
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With these core characteristics in mind, one can move to the implementation
phase of this project. The following table is an example of how some may choose to
utilize the program. It should be noted, however, that one should feel free to vary the
schedule indicated to accommodate the individual classroom's needs.
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Table 1
Project Timetable
Month
August

September

October

Topic
Let's Get Started Using Laptops
A detailed Power Point presentation explaining how to use laptop
computers.
Let's Get Started Using Kidspiration
A detailed Power Point presentation explaining how to use
Kidspiration.
Kidspiration Projects
Kidspiration activities help children develop a foundation of
information that can be used to formulate ideas and translate them
into pieces of writing. These lessons are broken down into three
parts. These sections are:
• Story Mapping
• Story Starter
• All About My Day
(Each project can be adapted and repeated throughout the year.)
Let's Get Started Using Clicker
A detailed Power Point presentation explaining how to use Clicker.
Clicker Projects
Clicker provides a variety of grids to help children with the initial
stages of writing. These lessons include:
• At School
• Halloween
• Today's Weather
• Building Sentences
• Giant Story
• Writing a Friendly Letter
(Each project can be adapted and repeated throughout the year.)
Let's Get Started Using Student Writing Center·
A detailed Power Point presentation explaining how to use Student
Writing Center
Student Writing Center Project
A child friendly program which facilities the development of
journaling skills. (Students will add to one journal file throughout
the year.)
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Month
November

Topic
Let's Get Started Using E-mail
A detailed Power Point presentation explaining how to use E-mail.
E-mail Project
This project allows children to further develop their writing skills in
a more personalized manner. The focus will be on increasing their
written communications with family and friends.

December

January

February

March

Stationary Studio
Children will use Stationary Studio throughout the year to write
stories and letters. They learned the basics of this program in
kindergarten.
Jan Brett Author Study
This author study serves to reinforce the writing lessons the students
have developed throughout the year. The lesson is composed of the
following elements:
• Visit Jan Brett's webpage
• Web information from Jan Brett's homepage
• Story Mapping
Continue Jan Brett Author Study
• E-mail Jan Brett
• Write a friendly letter using Jan Brett's postcards
• Making a hedgehog and story
Audrey Wood Author Study
This author study serves to reinforce the writing lessons the students
have developed throughout the year. The lesson is composed of the
following elements:
• Visit Audrey Wood's webpage
• Web information from Audrey Wood's homepage
• Story Mapping
• Venn diagram for 2 Audrey Wood books
• E-mail Audrey Wood
Laura Numeroff Author Study
This author study serves to reinforce the writing lessons the students
have developed throughout the year. The lesson is composed of the
following elements:
• Visit Laura Numeroff' s homepage
• Web information from Laura Numeroff's homepage
• Story Mapping
• E-mail Laura Numeroff
• Write postcards to staff members using Laura Numeroff
postcards
Create
a class book
•
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Topic

Month
April

'

May

Robert Munsch Author Study
This author study serves to reinforce the writing lessons the students
have developed throughout the year. The lesson is composed of the
following elements:
•
Visit Robert Munsch's webpage
•
Web information from Robert Munsch's webpage
•
Story Mapping
•
E-mail Robert Munsch
•
Venn Diagram two authors
Be Your Own Author Study
•
This author study serves to reinforce the writing lessons the
students have developed throughout the year. The lesson
involves the students creating their own biography pages.

Project Implementation
August. First grade students arrive in August ready to learn how to read, write and
use laptops. To capitalize on their enthusiasm, the laptops need to be used within the
first two weeks of school.

Using the Let's Get Started to Laptops Power Point will

show children. how to use and take care of the computers. This is a critical learning
process. Unfortunately, because of the time constraints associated with the school
calendar in August, one may be tempted to abbreviate this important process. If one
spends an inadequate amount of time on building this foundation, however, one risks
diminishing the success this program may provide.
September. Traditionally, September is dedicated to the initial stages of
developing the writing skills required by the Natie School District for first grade students.
These skills include the ability to identify parts of a story, writing a story with four parts,
using correct punctuation and capitalization. While paper and pencil activities are still
used and serve a vital purpose, one may now begin incorporating technology into the
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process. More specifically, after basic computer skills have been developed in August,
children are ready to begin using Kidspiration.
This program uses speech synthesis to assist children in progressing through the
writing process without requiring them to be able to read. At this stage in a first grade
classroom, this is an important factor. It allows the entire classroom to participate in the
process and increases the children's confidence level as associated with this technology.
It is, therefore, key to spend a majority of one's time in September building the children's

comfort level with the Kidspiration program.
October. After the foundations of the writing process have been fully integrated
into the classroom writing strategy, one may begin to implement programs which
encourage more detailed writing skills. This is to be done through the Clicker program.
Given that students may not yet have completely developed reading abilities, Clicker
continues the use of speech synthesis to encourage the development of writing skills.
Further, this program encourages the use of punctuation in their projects. Most
importantly, however, it provides a foundation from which they may begin to think
comprehensively about their writing projects. The key to the success of this program is
its age-appropriateness. It does not assume children can conceive of the idea of writing
an entire piece, yet it helps them walk through the process of doing just that. It should be
stressed that although October can be a month of great progress, one should not place
undue stress on the student by expecting fully developed projects at this stage.
Also introduced this month is the Student Writing Center. It is used in
conjunction with the other programs and serves principally as a benchmarking program to
evaluate their progress throughout the year. While it is hoped that students will embrace
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this technology as a journaling effort, it should be noted that this program provides
children the opportunity to build on the skills they are developing with technology and
other more traditional methods oflearning the writing process.

November. Throughout the previous months, the students have learned the basics
of writing. To more fully integrate these concepts, it is time to introduce the Let's Get
Started Using E-mail program. This program allows students to understand the utility
associated with the process of writing while at the same time allowing them to grow in
their abilities. In writing these more personalized pieces, the students will learn not only
to translate thoughts to the written word, but will also begin to comprehend the
importance of structure when communicating with someone not necessarily associated
with their writing projects at school. This program will be further supported by the Email project and the Stationary Studio.

December and January. Once again, the challenges associated with the school
year schedule will somewhat dictate the progression of the next stages. During the
beginning of December, the children will be familiar with the writing process and, it is to
be hoped, comfortable with it. Looking ahead to January, however, one may predict a
certain amount of loss during winter break. To ward off such circumstances, this is the
appropriate time to introduce the first author study. This will allow students - if they and
their parents so choose - to continue the learning process over the break through the
reading and discussion of the stories.
In general, author studies encourage the further development of writing skills, but
also allow students to see authors as real people. This realization allows students to begin
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to connect the skills they have been learning with the greater concept of storytelling and
communication.
Each author study is built on a foundation of repetition to once again increase the
student's comfort level with this learning mechanism. More specifically, the study
consists of reading the author's books, visiting their website, mapping information from
the website, and story mapping books from class. During the December/January
'

timeframe, the introduction of this process may take a little longer than it will throughout
the remainder of the year due to its newness and the vacation schedule.
In regard to the Jan Brett study in particular, children will use pre-made postcards
to increase their friendly writing skills. The postcards are available through Jan Brett's
website. The postcards may be used online or printed. While it is at the teacher's
discretion as to which method they would prefer to use, it is my sense that using the
postcards online will let students remain comfortable with the technology and allow
greater educational opportunities in the future.

February. The author study process will be continued in February with Audrey
Wood. The routine set out in the Jan Brett study will remain the same but the students
I

will be encouraged to more fully develop the concepts involved. More specifically, it
will be done through the use of a Venn diagram which encourages the development of
comparing and contrasting skills - a requirement in the Natie School District.

March. This month the author study will be centered on Laura Numeroff. While
the routines associated with the two previous author studies will be continued, students
will be expected to perform at a higher level of comprehension and writing skills. This is
to be done through the creation of a "class book." After reading several of Laura
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Numeroff' s books, the class will select a book to use as a model, to rewrite that book and
to illustrate it using the computer.

April. Robert Munsch is the focus of this month's author study. The principal
difference with this study is the transition from doing a Venn diagram on two books by
the same author to doing one on two different authors. This allows student to once again
begin the process of thinking about their increasing writing skills in new and different
ways. It is to be hoped that this will add to their scope of understanding as it relates to
writing in general.

May.

To complete author study process, students will be asked to create their

own individual biographies using the skills they have developed throughout the year.
This exercise combines the basics of writing, the technological abilities, and the
understandings associated with the author studies. In doing this, the children may wish to
use the journaling they have done throughout the year using the Student Writing Center
as a starting point for this project.
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Lesson: Introduction to Laptops
Objective: Students will be able handle laptops and perform basic computer skills necessary
for operating the computers.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
D Let's_ Get Started PowerPoint for laptops
D LCD Projector
D Computers
Background Information:
Presenting this Power Point before using the computers will help answer many of
the questions children have about computers.

•

•

Although time must be set a side to view and work through the Power Point, it
will save time when completing projects.

Background Knowledge:
None

•

Step by Step:
Begin the lesson by talking about computers. Remind children that computers are
breakable, therefore, we have a special way of caring the computers.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Begin Power Point presentation with the children
View the Power Point and talk about important skills they will need before getting
the computers out.
Review the Power Point step by step as the children complete each step with the
teacher. This is the most important step!
Children will need to view the Power Point on several different occasions as well
as practice the new skills they are learning.

HINT: Laptops with young children will be successful and enjoyable for
everyone if children are given new information in small steps, they are able to
visually see what they need to do and have time to practice.
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Let's get
started

•Each time we use the computer we will get them·out of
the computer cart.
•The computer cart is a safe place for the computers when
we are not using them.
•When the computers are in the cart the battery will
charge.
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Getting the
computer out of the cart ...

31

32

How to use the laptops.
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How to open the computer...
,..,.

-.... -.... -
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Carefully pull open the lid.
Remember to keep your fingers off
the screen!

~

..... -.:~ .:

~·.;··

:'".~:..

...
Fingers, should -o~ly-. ·: ·. ·.
« ' .,,,

,,

,,_ ~'

.;,

"•e-frame.pf_ ~ / :·:
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This is called a wireless card.
It allows the computer to
connect to the internet.
- - - - ....

.

36

<::arefully press· the
,button at the top of
1:~·e keyboard.
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The Windows icon will appear on
the screen when you turn it on.
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Tapping and Clicking ....

This is called the touch pad. To move the cursor, gentle use one finger on the
touch pad. Pretend you are tickling it.
If tickling the touch pad does not work, you can also click the left button.
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Logging on ...

40

Enter Ll

41

A message will appear that
states you are logged on. Click
or tap ok. ·

42

The desktop will appear.

43

The small pictures
are called icons.

44

Let's learn to shutdown the
computer.

45

Move the cursor to ...

Start

46

Move the cursor to

Shut Down

47

When Shut Down is highlighted
click or tap once.

48

The Shut Down Windows screen will
appear. Make sure the dot is in the Shut
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When the screen is black. . .
carefully close the lid.
..' ........
,

f

··

:-~

J

.

-.::·.,

-

•··. .....

' .::

.. .
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Putting away the computer ...
• Carry the computer
,.,,:

l'ff

like a lunch tray back
to the computer cart.
• · One person needs to
· •b.pldt:4e:compllter'.
~ L,~Atf~~::;~~!~:•:~:~+\L;:{ ~f;~:;:·,.
•J;. ~:
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Lesson: Introduction to Kidspiration
Ob_iective: Students will be able to perform basic Kidspiration tasks.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Let's Get Started PowerPoint for Kidspiration
• LCD Projector
• Computers
• Kidspiration Program
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•

Step by Step:
Get out the computers

•
•

•
•
•

Tum on the computers and log on. Children may· still need help with this at the
beginning of the year.
Begin Power Point presentation when all groups are at the desktop.
Work through the Power Point presentation. Make sure all groups are able to find
the icons and symbols.
Review symbols when Power Point presentation is finished. Ask the children if
they have any questions.
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• Open your computer and turn it on
• Log on

• Find the icon on the desk top that looks
like an old fashion pen and a piece of
paper
• Double click it
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Starting a New Project

55

~

- l':

~·

Open•f'k

A ctivities

b~
•:.:::;;;;i..

t

·.!··.

S,de,rn,

Moft•••
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Clicking new picture will allow you to make your
own web of information.
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Using a Kidspiration Template

Click on
one of the
activities
buttons

Acti._,ities

~.

~·

IJ.

4-;.
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Scroll to the correct activity

'-···-- 1----- . . ·--.. -·
Tape 2 times

I

· Double click and it
. will open.

For example: We will do several activities with the template
Thinking about Stories. You have to tape the down arrow
twice to get to this template.
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Begin entering information by
double clicking the bubble where you
want to type.
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What do the buttons mean?
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,

t.,...il.J.

i1 &
.
.

.....

,,,,

Just
made a
mistake?
Click the
"Oh no"
gal.

Click the
link
button to
connect
ideas.

Click the
paper to
goto the
outline
format

ef \,
tr\

Click the
arrows to
add to
your web.

H

!

\

~
' ·I

Ay

Click on the
green guy
to type your
name.

(M"i

ttt.. -~-

. - - -..........--, Chck the
Click to sort
eraser to
information
._
_ _ _____, erase a
mistake.

Click the
ear to
hear
what you
have
written.
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How do I change formats?
Click the paper icon. This will give you an
outline of your information.
Click the web icon to go back to the web
format.
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How do I add pictures?
• To change pictures ...
- Click on ~ picture
- Red handles will
appear
- Click on the picture
you want. The old
picture will be replaced
by the new picture

• Adding new pictures ...
- Click in the white space
- Drag the new picture to the
correct spot.
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How do I save my work?
1. Click on File

n ...,
f._~

C:it,i, ..

Q ,,.,

•

c-··•'

~Wort.

~

P;,i;~S,:.;..;1 ..

'£:I

;,,.t

2. Click Save

C~-~

3. Go to the class folder
5. Name your project.

4. Double click your name
6. Click okay
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Lesson: Introduction to Clicker
Objective: Students will be able to perform basic Clicker tasks.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
D Let's Get Started PowerPoint for Clicker
D LCD Projector
D Computers
D Clicker program

Background Information:
One of the key aspects of this program is speech synthesis. Children will need
time to experiment with this feature.

,•
•

Although time must be set a side to view and work through the Power Point, it
will save time when completing projects.

Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•

Step by Step:
Get out the computers.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Turn on the computers and log on. Children may still need help with this at the
beginning of the year.
Begin Power Point when all groups are at the desktop.
Work through the Power Point presentation. This Power Point presentation is
very detailed. The teacher will need to decide if he/she wants to present all the
information. Primary students may not need to know about all the icons/buttons.
Make sure all groups are able to find the icon and follow the presentation.
Children will learn more during the presentation if they are able to perform each
task with the teacher.
·
Explain how children will be using Clicker during the year.
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• Open your computer and turn it on
• Log on

• Find the icon on the desk top that looks
like three rectangles . .
• Double click it

. ·. ; .
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Opening a Clicker Grid
.

~,.,

-~

._..,~

_,.

"- ......

_.tlicl<er~logon
-

-~- -- ~- ,

~

-~"

X

---•-.,. ..... .

Cllcker4

11111r IIIIHIILIII
u...,

.__

..

,_

ffnone) -----

f

Click OK
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The grid will open. Begin
creating your story by clicking on
the boxes .
.J;Jli•

a

*J A
I LJ>
011:t-"F;~• :.-...-:;,-~-d~r~n

•••~=ms:
. ·- .
. .

a beouttful

(

o hnnd.som,

0•

prtncess

bt<lSt

,-----------·

..

,,.._,
- ~~,1,_.

__
i

a Yfflj lonely

prina

When you are done, click next page.

•,I·
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Continue adding text. Clicker will read the sentence
after you click or type the punctuation mark.
o_~._._. __..

4

It')

'! _, u P s

= Si

i= :~

Oner upon a tlmr Ln a. dark for-rst t:hrre Uvrd o

-:,. a;, a1 ..,,.

~

u··----

-+ -+- ,;.o

O!

.m

o •

:-~-

-----------------------

··

princess

a beautiful
th.ere Uved

---------·---

~
b .. aut:Lful frog

an ugl!:j
a handsome

f®frog
\

beast

j

pr.nee

,-:i

•
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But I want to hear what I have written
before adding the punctuation mark.••

liiiiiiiiliiif
j
.--·------·-

i

tfl.err li.·.-i'd

o beautiful

princess

i

an ugly

/

a nandsome

~-b-,as-t-

i

a Vef!J lonely

i

~ frog

prince

•

r.

Highlight the words you want Clicker to
read. Click the speech bubble.

p
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t

I don't like the
word/ phase choices ....
f"l.r;;j:,\ilQ...,
"· J.
1.i.~
- - - i;=::=~,.
:.,-:i:illlll
. . . . 4. .
..
·····
~
Cn(• 1,1.pol\

Cl'·"'• lr\ a do.de forei::t tktr• llv•c. a
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,,...,. .. 0•110or.f10,lo.i""lth

Clicker allows you to type in
information at any time if you do not like the
choices.

t
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Other Clicker Basics ...
---- ---- -

--·······•.........

__

.,

.,

•·········· .........................

'JI

D

New Document- It
will erase what you
have written. Allows
you to start over.
However, you still
use the same grid.

~

I

••···

...•. .................... ··•·-···········

Open anew
Clicker grid.

Save your work.

Print your work.

..............

···•···•·
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---- -- --- - -

i)

Undo- allows you to
undo or erase the last
action.

Bold

~- ·-

1- · - ..:... ..:...
1- ·- +::· t:'
::;- ::;-

Underline

ll, A
Italics

Change

the color

This button
allows you to
change the font.
A box will
appear.

BJ U

You can also change the
font by clicking on these
buttons.
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-- -- --- - -----

1- · - ..:... ..:...

1- ·-

+:-

:s- ·- =:-

t:'
~

- -

Change how the
text appears on the screen.

Hear what
you have written

~
Spell check your writing.
- -

Allows you to number,
bullet and indent your writing.
Close the grid.
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Go
forward
one pag

Erase one

~=OI

Goto the
next line

,. r·
Erase o e
word
back
one
page

the
Clicker
home
page

Word lists- words are alphabetized

1
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How do I save my work?

f·~"'" -· ~ -- ~

f! ffll'.Z
-~-~

21

~

.,

.... , , · ~ .

·I. Click on File
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Edi• Insert

Fo,,T,,!it

Gri:::

lie'l<DoQ.r-r:er,:...

et·l+'l

~.b·s,,Or....im~t...
!.,.~ :.oLJ""!-l"tt •

Ct<I+:,
Ct"l~

Optt

2. Click Save
Document

a-=~· fxp!:ireOrc?nr:e F,,e:5.

0oie.,,.c ..
5eaG·,d
St1,veG•,c1,:,,s ..

S!!;:e G•,d

:. 3'. Go to the class folder

io.!;e'T:oi!t?,

4. Double click your name

5. Click okay
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Lesson: Introduction to Student Writing Center
Ob.iective: Students will be able to perform basic Student Writing Center tasks.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
D Let's Get Started PowerPoint for Student Writing Center
D LCD Projector
D Computers
D Student Writing Center Program
Background Information:
Student Writing Center allows students to keep one journal throughout the year.
All journal entries can be printed at one time or just one day.

•
•

Although time must be set a side to view and work through the Power Point, it
will save time when completing projects.

Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•

Step by Step:
Get out the computers.

•
•
•
•
•

Tum on the computers and log on. Children may still need help with this at the
beginning of the year.
Begin Power Point, when all groups are at the desktop
Work through the Power Point presentation. Make sure all groups are able to find
the icon and follow the presentation. Children will learn more during the
presentation if they are able to perform each task with the teacher.
Explain how children will be using Student Writing Center during the year before,
during, and after the presentation.
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Lesson: Introduction to E-mail
Ob.iective: Students will be able to send e-mail messages.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Let's Get Started PowerPoint for e-mail
• LCD Projector
• Computers
• E-mail address for each computer and program
Background Information:
Although time must be set a side to view and work through the Power Point, it
will save time when completing projects.

,•
•

E-mail gives children another way to write in an authentic format.

Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•

Step by Step:
Build background knowledge about e-mail and why we will be e-mailing.

•
•
•
•
•
,

Get out the computers.
Tum on the computers and log on. Children may still need help with this at the
beginning of the year.
Begin Power Point when all groups are at the desktop.
Work through the Power Point presentation. Make sure all groups are able to find
the icon. Children will learn more during the presentation if they are able to
perform each task with the teacher.
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Create Mail

Re~;-

-.
Reply All

~,

:~

X

~

Forward

Print

Delete

Send.~ecv

.
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Lesson: Story Mapping
Objective: Students will be able to recall the setting, characters, problem and solution from a
Jan Brett book of their choosing.
Groupin~: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• K.idspiration
• Book to map
Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•

Step by Step
Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project before getting the
computers out

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review the book that will be mapped.
Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Thinking about Stories.
Begin entering information into the story web. Be creative and add more bubbles
of information
Change pictures to match story, if desired
Encourage children to add more bubbles (more information) when they have
completed several different web projects.

- - -. --.~,
I1 Who i~ the !
mam
I

L. ~atacter? .l

What is the
setting?
Setting

Storyrtle

•
Characters

Who are the
other
characters?

What happens
in the story?

\0
\0

.Kuonc
r

I

NeedsWork(l)

Date

Created by:

Storying Mapping Rubric

II

I

6,,,,::,,:fn',

My group did not include setting, character,
problem or solution.

My group included 1-3 parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group included all four parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group did not have complete sentences.

My group only had a few complete sentences.

My group used complete sentences throughout
the story map.

My group did not use capital letters.

My group used capital letters once in awhile.

My group used capital letters where they were
needed.

My group did not use proper punctuation
marks.

My group used proper punctuation in a few
places

My group used proper punctuation throughout
our story web.

My group did not follow directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed 1 or 2 directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed all three directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group argued while working on our story
map. One person did all the work.

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other person.

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finished our story map

Parts of a story

Complete
Sentences

I

Capital Letters

Proper
Punctuation

following
Directions

Working
Together

......

0
0

~

'

Self-Assessment

.I. \i::.U .... II ..... I

Name

.a.;.J

T Ra.11,&&.-•.a".aa

Name _____________
Date _ _ _ _ _ __

Date

Storying Mapping Rubric

Storying Mapping Rubric
r·~:··

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself

Needs Work

+) ~

·. fl

l

Needs Work

+) ~ .. l
-

Parts of a story

Parts of a story

Complete Sentences

Complete Sentences

Capital Letters

Capital Letters

Proper Punctuation

Proper Punctuation

Following Directions

Fallowing Directions

Working Together

Working Together

~-~

Teacher Comments:

Student Comments:

~
'-

~
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Lesson: Story Starter
Ob_iective: Before writing a story, students will use Kidspiration to brainstorm new ideas.
Groupin~: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computer
• Kidspiration
Background Knowledge: '
Basic Computer Skills

•
•

Knowledge of the writing process

Step by Step

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review assessment before getting out the computers.
Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Story Starter.
Begin entering information into the story starter. Be creative and add more
bubbles of information.
When complete, save in folder.
Print.
Continue the writing process
Go to the "green guy" and type your names.

My Story
Starter
Change the question marks to words or
symbols that make sense in a story.

upon a
time,
there

9--·-·~·--

--who--·•-[D

., ,...,_., .•,,-.....,.= ~- ...., . ~ -

-·····. '"~'"" met a

Keep
going!

?•

who said ·~··

"?"
•

_.
0

w
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Name:
Date:

-------------------------

Story Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs

St ory Sta rter
Used the Kidspiration map to brainstorm
Used complete sentences
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print, continue writing process)
Used time wisely

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

Comments:

Name:
Date:

-------------

-------,--------

Story Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grouping:
• Individual
m Pairs

story sta rter
Used the Kidspiration map to brainstorm
Used complete sentences
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print, continue writing process)
Used time wisely
Comments:

1
1
1

1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
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Lesson: All About My Day
Objective: Students will add information to the All About My Day web.
Grouping: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
Computer
0
0 Kidspiration
Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•

Step by Step
Review assessment before getting out the computers.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Today's Thoughts.
Begin entering information into the web. Be creative and add more bubbles of
information.
Change the pictures to personalize the web, if desired.
Save in folder when complete.
Print.
Go to the "green guy" and type your name.

Use words or symbols to
show what you are thinking
in each of these areas toda

D
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•~[,.

i

'

Go to Writing view to add
details.
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weather
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reading
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friends

school
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Name:
Date:

-------------

-------------

Grouping:
• Individual
AIIAb OU tMLY Day
Used the Kidspiration map to guide my ideas
Used complete sentences
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (save, print, and turn in)
Completed on time

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

Comments:

/

Name:
Date:

-------------

Grouping:
• Individual
ly ay
All Ab out MD
Used the Kidspiration map to guide my ideas
Used complete sentences
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (save, print, and tum in)
Completed on time

Comments:
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Lesson: Clicker - At School
Objective:.
Students will create sentences using the At School Template.
Students will choose words from a word bank to make sentences about their day at school
Groupin2: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Clicker
• Clicker template
Background Information:
Clicker grids can be used during Guided Reading as a center, small groups, or
individually.

•·

Background Information:
Basic computer skills

•
•

.1

Children will need to know who to open and use Clicker.

Step by Step:
·
Discuss Clicker Grids and building sentences. Show children what will be used to
evaluate their girds. -

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get computers out, log on, and proceed to Clicker.
Pull down file.
Open Clicker Explore
Open CGFL folder
Open Language Arts folder
Open At School
Build sentences and paragraphs with the help of the Clicker Grid. Be creative!
Add your own information.
Save, Print 2. Take one home. Put one in the basket.
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Name:
------------Date:
Name of Grid/ Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------------

Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group

Sentence B UI·1d·IDI!
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print)
Used time wisely

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

3

Comments:

Name:
------------Date:
------------Name of Grid/ Activity:
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group

Sentence B UI·1d·IDs:?
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print)
Used time wisely
Comments:

2
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Lesson: Clicker - Halloween
Objective:
Students will create a Halloween story using the Clicker prompts.
Groupin~: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Clicker
• Clicker template
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

,•
•

Children will need to know who to open and use Clicker.

Step by Step:
Review Clicker. Begin the writing process by brainstorming about Halloween.
Show children what will be used to evaluate their girds.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
·•
•

Get computers out, log on, and proceed to Clicker.
Pull down file.
,,/

Open Clicker Explore
Open CGFL folder
Open Themes folder
Open Holidays
Open Halloween
Create a story using the clicker prompts.
Save, Print 1. Put it in the basket.
Revise and add information to the story after meeting with the teacher or a friend.
Save, Print 2. Take one home. Bring the other one to opening in the morning.
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On the following pages you will find
words that will help you write about
Halloween. There will be words about
your costume, your jack-o'-lantern, tricker-treating, and wh.at th.e nigh.t was like
for you. Make sure you also add your
own describing words to make your
writing more personal and fun. to read.
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Name:
------------Date: - - - - - - - - - - - - Name of Grid I Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group
S tory W..
ntm~ G n"d

Used the Clicker grid and/ or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Ideas were organized
Sentences flowed
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print, edit, correct, save, print)
Used time wisely

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Comments:

Name:
------------Date: ---:-:--'---------Name of Grid/ Activity:
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group
StoryWntmg G n"d
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Ideas were organized
Sentences flowed
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print, edit, correct, save, print)
Used time wisely

Comments:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
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Lesson: Clicker-Today's Weather
Objective:
Students will write a short paragraph about the weather using the Clicker Template.
Groupin~: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Clicker
• Clicker template
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
,•
1

Children will need to know who to open and use Clicker.

Preparing for the Project:
Each morning the Helping Hands will get out one computer and complete create a
short paragraph about the weather. They will read the paragraph to the class
during opening.

•

Step by Step:
Get computers out, log on, and proceed to Clicker.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pull down file.
Open Clicker Explore
Open CGFL folder
Open Science folder
Open Weather
Build sentences and paragraphs with the help of the Clicker Grid. Be creative!
Add your own information.
Save, Print 1. Bring to opening.
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Name:

-------------

Date: - - - - - - - - - - - - Activity: Clicker Weather
Grouping:
• Pairs

Weather i or 0 ipemng
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (save, print, brought to opening)
Complete on time
Worked together

1
1
1
1
1

I

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5

Comments:

Name:

-------------

Date: - - - - - - - - - - - - Activity: Clicker Weather
Grouping:
• Pairs

·

Weat her i or 0 ipenmg
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (save, print, brought to opening)
Complete on time
Worked together
Comments:

I
I
1
1
I
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
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Lesson: Clicker - Building Sentences
Objective:
Students will build sentences. They will be able to put mixed up sentences in the correct
order. The capital letter and punctuation will be in the proper place.
Grouping: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
D Computers
D Clicker
D Clicker template

Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•

Children will need to know who to open and use Clicker.

Step by Step:
Discuss Clicker Grids and building sentences. Show children what will be used to
evaluate their girds.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get computers out, log on, and proceed to Clicker.
Pull down file.
Open Clicker Explore
Open CGFL folder
Open Language Arts folder
Open Building Sentences
Click on the boxes. Put the words in the correct order to make proper sentences.
Save, Print 2. Take one home. Put one in the basket.
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Name:
Date:
Name of Grid/ Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------------------------

Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group

Sentence B UI"Id"ID!!
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print)
Used time wisely

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

Comments:

Name:
Date:
. Name of Grid/ Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-------------------------

Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group

Sentence BUI"Id"ID!!
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print)
Used time wisely

Comments:

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
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Lesson: Clicker - Giant Story
Objective:
Students will create a story about Giants using the Clicker Template.
Grouping: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Clicker
• Clicker template

Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•

Children will need to know who to open and use Clicker.

Step by Step:
Review Clicker. Brainstorm ideas about giants.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review the evaluation process.
Get computers out, log on, and proceed to Clicker.
Pull down file.
Open Clicker Explore
Open CGFL folder
Open Language Arts folder
Open Writing
Open Creative
Open Giants
Create a story using the clicker prompts.
Save, Print 1. Put it in the basket.
Revise and add information to the story after meeting with the teacher or a friend.
Save and print 2. Take one home. Bring the other one to opening in the morning.
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If I were a giant, my name would be

I would live
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_Name: _____________
Date: _____________
Name of Grid/ Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group
Story Wntme
. . Gr1"d
Used the Clicker grid and/ or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Ideas were organized
Sentences flowed
Used a varietv of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print, edit, correct, save, print)
Used time wisely

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5

5
5
5

5
5
5

Comments:

Name:
------------Date:
Name of Grid / Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group
Story Wntmg
.. Gn"d
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Ideas were organized
Sentences flowed
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print, edit, correct, save, print)
Used time wisely

Comments:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Lesson: Clicker -Writing a Friendly Letter
Objective:
Students will be able to write a fiiendly letter to their friend using Clicker.
Groupinj?;: Individual or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Clicker
• Clicker template
• Envelopes and stamps if mailing to a friend

Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•
•

Knowledge of the correct format for a friendly letter.
Knowledge of how to open and use Clicker.

Step by Step:
Get computers out, log on, and proceed to Clicker.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pull down file.
Open Clicker Explore
Open CGFL folder
Open Language Arts folder
Open Writing
Open Friendly Letter

•

Create a letter to a friend using the prompts in the Clicker template.

•

Save, Print 1. Give or mail your letter to a friend
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The Salutation
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I hope you are doing well
How are you?

words

Thank you for your letter
I'm really sorry
Just a quick note
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Name:
------------Date:
------------Name of
Grid/ Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group
Letter

writm~
..

Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Included parts of a letter (greeting, body, closing, signature)
Ideas were organized
Sentences flowed
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print, edit, correct, save, print)
Used time wisely

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Comments:
Name:
------------Date:
------------Name of Grid/ Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group
L etter W ra"fm2

Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Included parts of a letter (greeting, body, closing, signature)
· Ideas were organized
Sentences flowed
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (name, save, print, edit, correct, save, print)
Used time wisely
Comments:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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JI--•

_W_r_it_in_g_,_C_l_ic_k_e_i. _G_i_r_d_s:____.
Descriptive Writing
Sentence Building
Sentence Building 1
Sentence Building 2
I saw sentences
Tasting
Hearing
Seeing
Touching
Smelling
Simple Sentences
At School
Today's Weather
The Seasons
I went
Eating Healthy
Vacation
My Yard
Letter Writing
Word Bank
Writing a Friendly Letter
Thank You Letter

Personal Writing
Trips
Trips 2
My Spare Time
About Me
Journal
Poetry
Summer Poem
A Poem for Spring
Winter Poem
Autumn Poem
Story Writing
The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Giants Story 1
Giants Story 2
The Three Bears
Jack and the Beanstalk
Cinderella
Red Riding Hood
Where's My
A Trip to the Park
Halloween
Our Trip to the Zoo
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Lesson: Journaling
Ob_iective: Children will'write in their computer journal throughout the year.
Grouping: Individuals
Materials Needed:
D Computers
D Student Writing Center
D A file for each student. Name this file journal so it is easy to find.

Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•
•

Knowledge of Student Writing Center

Step by Step:
Review the purpose of journaling. Connect students' prior knowledge of writing
in our daily journals to the computer journals.

•

•
·•
•
•

Get out the computers, log on, and proceed to Student Writing Center.
Allow students to open saved work.
Find the drive, open their folder, click on journal icon and the word journal in the
box.
Begin writing

Helpful Hints:

•
•

When journaling on the computer allow 45 minutes to an hour depending on the
experience level of the children. It will take 15-30 minutes to get the computers
out and to put the computers away. This time will decrease tremendously after
children have handled the computers for several weeks.

If the computers from the other classroom are busy, instruct students to work in
pairs. The first person will write in their paper journal and second person will
journal on the computer. Switch after 20 minutes

•

At the beginning of the year, students will only type one or two sentences in a 30minute time block. By the end of the year, an average student will be able to type
2 or 3 small paragraphs.
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•

Some students may need help deciding what to write. On the following page are a
few prompts that may help them beyond the common problem of "I don't know
what to write."
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Journal Prompts
September
I. What makes a day at school good? Write about a school day that was good for
.you.
2. With the start of fall, we're bound to notice cooler temperatures.· What makes you
feel cozy when it is chilly outside?
3. The last full week in September is National Dog Week. Dogs are known as
"mans best friend." If you could pick any animal for a best fiiend, which one
would you choose? Why?
4. Fall is the time for animals to prepare for winter. Some store extra food. Some
grow warm fur coats. How do you get ready for winter?
5. Write the name of a person sitting next to you. Write about nice things this
person does.
6. Imagine you are a worin searching for a worm. What kind of apple would you
choose?
7. What activities do you and your families enjoy doing together?
8. Would you rather be a teacher or a principle?
9. Write about you! summer vacation.
10. What do you want to learn this year? Why?

October

l. Today is the first month of October. What about some of the things you would
like to do this month.
2. The five senses are sight, hearing, smell, touch, and taste. What things will your
sense experience during the month of October?
3. Spiders have eight legs. Write a story about a spider's trip to a shoe store.
4. Pumpkins are tasty. Pumpkin pie, roasted pumpkin seeds, and pumpkin bread are
just a few of the delicious dishes made from pumpkin. What is your favorite way
to eat pumpkin?
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5. It is National Hot Lunch week in October. Write about your favorite hot lunch.
6. October is the Month of the Dinosaurs. What would it be like to have a dinosaur
as a pet?

7. What would be the best thing about being a pumpkin this time of your?
8. Write about the beautiful fall leaves.
9. Halloween is coming ~oon! Describe your costume.
, 10. Are you ready to trick or treat? Write about your favorite candy.

November
1. Election day is the first Tuesday of November. Write about the qualities a leader
should have.
2. The presided of the United States has very important duties to perform and
decisions to make. Write what you would do first if you were elected president.
3. November 10 is National Young Reader's Day. Why do you think it is important
to learn to read?
4. Pretend you are a turkey. What foods do you think should be eaten on
Thanksgiving?
5. The days are getting shorter as winter gets nearer. Why do you think this
happens?

~- If you could choose any day of the year to be your birthday, what day would it
be? Shy?
7. Fast-forward you life 20 years. What are you doing and where are you living?
8. Imagine that you are a hibernating animal who has just settled in for your winters
rest. What are you dreaming about?
9. Write about what you will do over Thanksgiving break.
·10. You are about to pull the turkey wishbone. What are you wising for?
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December

1. December is the month for giving. Write about a gift you would like to give
someone.
2. Imagine you are an evergreen tree. Describe what you see around you.
3. The night sky is filled wit twinkling stars. Imagine the stars make a picture in the
sky. What do you see?
.4. You dust discovered that your new earmuffs are magical. Write about their
special abilities
5. Imagine that you are a runaway gingerbread man. Where would you run? Why?
6. You hear jungle bells in the distance. Write about you adventure as you follow
the sound of the bells.

7. Imagine that on your way to school you discover a house made of candy cans.
What happens when you know on the door?
8. Write about your favorite holiday sounds.
9. What is your favorite cookie? Describe how the cookie looks, smells, and tastes.
10. Write about your favorite place to shop. Why is it a special store?

January

1. It's a new year! What are you looking forward to in the New Year?

z.

Like a snowflake, you are special and unique. Write about the things that make
you uruque.

3. Write about your most wonderful holiday memory.
4. The snowman in your front yard suddenly starts talking! What does he say to
you?
5. Imagine that you have the last bit of snow left on Earth. How will you keep it
from melting?
6. Would you rather be an ice-skater or a hockey player? Why?
7. Imagine you a snowflake about to hit the ground. Write about your fall.
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8. What is your favorite winter activity? Why?
9. If you lived in an area where snow didn't fall, what could you make "snowballs"
out of?
10. What animals do you think enjoy winter weather the most?

February
1. Do you believe the groundhog can predict the weather? Why or why not?
2. Imagine that your shadow came to life. Write about an adventure that the tow of
you had together.
3. Pretend that you have a pair of magic skis. Where would you like them to take
you?
4. Write about building a snowman.
5. What are some ways to show your family members you love them?
6. Write about an invention you'd like to create. How would it help people?
7. What do you think the tooth fairy does with all of the teeth she collects?
8. What makes you feel scared?
9. Would you rather be a yo-yo or a Frisbee? Why?
·10. Describe your favorite memory of the past month. What made this even
memorable?

March
1. People say March comes in like a lion and goes out like a lamb. Would you
rather be a lion or a lamb? Why?
2. What is your favorite song to sing? Why?
3. What would you like to be when you grow up? Write about your future job.
4. Pretend that for a day you're in charge at home. Write about your day.
5. Write a story about a luck-filled day.
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6. Write about your favorite rainbow color.
7. Write a spring story.
8. Imagine that you became a bird for a day. Write about what you might eat, do, or
see.
9. List some famous bunnies. Write your own bunny adventure.

io. Write about a rainbow you see in the sky after a rain shower.

1. Write about the funniest April Fool's Day joke that has been played on your or a
fiiend.

2. Write about what you like to do on a rainy day.
3. Imagine you could follow a rainbow to its end. Write about what you would see
there.
4. Would you rather be a rainbow or a raindrop? Why?
5. Imagine that you are an umbrella. Write about your best feature.
6. Imagine that while on an Easter egg hunt you fine a very unusual egg. Describe
the egg and tell what you will do with it.
7. How does the color red make you feel?
8. How wet can you get? Write about a day when you got really wet.
9'. What signs of spring have you noticed?

10. What do you think "spring fever" is? Write about how you would feel if you had
a case of spring fever.

· 1. Imagine that you are in charge of the weather. Write about how you would
change it.
2. What do you enjoy during outside?
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3. Mother's Day is the second Sunday of May. What makes your mom so special?
4. Imagine that you are a glower. What kind would you be and where would you
want to grow?
5. If you could plant your own garden, what flowers and plants would you want to
include?
6. Imagine that you are an ant at a picnic. What foods would you most enjoy?
7. May is a great time to visit a zoo. What is your favorite animal to see and why?
8. If you could take a vacation anywhere in the world where would you go? Why?
9. Is it more fun to play inside or outside in the summer? Why?
10. Write you're the school year. What have you enjoyed this year?

Reference:
Walker, Susan. (1999). 730 Journal Prompts. The Education Center, Inc. United States.
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Lesson: E-mailing
Objective: Throughout the year children will e-mail friends and family members.
Groupine: Individuals or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• E-mail Program
• E-mail Address for friends and family

Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•
•

Knowledge of the e-mail program.

Preparing for this Project:
Send home a letter introducing the project to the parents. Ask parents to send
appropriate e-mail addresses back as soon as possible.

•
•
•
•

The children can enter the e-mail addresses but they have a difficult time getting
the addresses exactly right. It will take about an hour to an hour and a half for the
teacher to enter the e-mail addresses into each computer.
About 2 days before sending the first round of e-mails, send home the sheet
describing what the e-mail address will look like so friends and family members
do not delete it before reading.
Assign each child to a computer. Two children will share one computer. Prepare
a "cheat sheet" to help guide the children to the correct computer.

Step by Step:
Discuss e-mail and why people e-mail each other.

•
•
•

•
•

Help children make connections. It can be compared to the U.S. postal service
but it is significantly faster.

Explain that children will be assigned to one computer for this project. They have
a designated computer so their friends and family can return their e-mail letters.
Get the computers out, log on, and proceed to the e-mail program.
Enter a subject into the subject line.
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•

•
•

Use the tab button to go to the main box and begin writing a friendly letter.
The person not e-mailing can help the person e-mailing or another activity can be
provided.
Ask the teacher to check the e-mail before sending.

Helpful Dints:

••
•

•

Borrow computers from another room. Use the computers from the classroom to
e-mail. Use the borrowed computers to journal. After 20-30 minutes save, send,
and trade computers. It is best to allow about an hour for this setup.

If students do not bring back the sheet with e-mail address,. ask staff members if
they would be willing to correspond with the students in your classroom.
E-mailing can be done during Guided Reading centers. Ask a volunteer or
paraprofessional to assist children in the e-mailing process.
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·near First Grade Families,
I need your help! After winter vacation I would like to start an e-mail project. Please list
anyone that would be able to correspond with your child via e-mail. The children will be
e-mailing people from their list during the week. When your child writes, they will
choose someone from their list. Unfortunately, e-mail addresses that are Internet based
such as AOL will not work. The school blocks Internet e-mail during the school day. If
you do not have e-mail or friends and family that have e-mail, I will have your child write
someone from school. If this is the case, please send back the form emptf
Please remember:
• Your child will not be e-mailing everyday.
• E-mails will be in your child's typing. There will be mistakes.
• This is another way to encourage your child to write in a meaningful way.

E-mail Addresses:
On the name line please include a first name or last name so I can type it into the
computer. For example: Grandma Smith or Aunt Amy
Please PRINT the e-mail address CLEARLY

1

Name:
Relationship to your child _ _ _ _ _ __

E-mail Address:
2

---------------

Name:
Relationship to your child _ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address:

3

-------------

Name:
Relationship to your child _ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address:

4

-------------

Name:
Relationship to your child _ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address:

-------------
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Dear First Grade Families,
We are starting our e-mail project this week. When
you receive an e-mail from your child the e-mail address
will say it is from I and a number@griswold.k12.ia.us. For
example- l4@grisvvold.kl2.ia.us. Please pass on this
in{ormation to friends and family that might be receiving
- an e-mail from your child so they know it is from your

child.
Lisa Butler

Dear First Grade Families,
We are starting our e-mail project this week. When
you receive an e-mail from your child the e-mail address
will say it is from I and a number@griswold.k12.ia.us. For
example-14@griswold.k12.ia.us. Please pass on this
information to friends and family that might be receiving
an e-mail from your child so they know it is from your

child.
Lisa Butler

This sheet will be filled out with the names of the children and the people they cane148
mail. This sheet will be placed in a notebook to remind children of possible people to email. ·
Below is an example of how the sheet will look with student information.

· ·Computer 1
Ann
Mom
Grandparents (Smith)
Great Uncle (Don Cabin)
Cousin (Shirely Cabin)
Amy
Grandma (Sue Campbell)
Mom (Caty Campbell)
Joan Bruggeman (Aunt)
Barb and Alan Bredlow (Aunt and Uncle)

Computer 2
Computer 3
Computer4
Computer 5
Computer 6
Computer 7
Computer 8
Computer9
Computer 10
Computer 11
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Date

Name

..

'
---

,_

I
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a letter
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and Word
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Notes
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Lesson: Stationary Studio -Writing a Friendly Letter
Objective:
Students will be able to write a fiiendly letter.
Grouping: Individual
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Stationary Studio
• Envelopes

Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•
•

Knowledge of the correct format for a fiiendly letter.
Knowledge of Stationary Studio basics

Step by Step:
Get computers out, log on, and proceed to Stationary Studio.

•
• Click start.
• Click new stationary.
• Pick the kind of paper you want.
• Click on the letter icon.
• Click on the fiiendly letter icon (seven over).
• Begin writing.
• Change fonts, font colors, and border colors when finished writing.
• Click save. Save it in your folder.
• Click print. Click print again if you like the preview.
• Assess letter.
• Fold and put it in an envelope.
• Take home to mail.

© FableVision, Ir
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-Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - Date:
------------Name of
Grid/ Activity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group

1.

Letter Wnmg
·r
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Included parts of a letter (greeting, body, closing, signature)
Ideas were organized
Sentences flowed
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (save, print, prepare for mailing)
Used time wisely

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Comments:
Name:
------------Date:
------------Name of Grid/ Activity:
Grouping:
• Individual
• Pairs
• Small Group

Letter Wr1·rm2
Used the Clicker grid and/or added new ideas
Used complete sentences
Included parts of a letter (greeting, body, closing, signature)
Ideas were organized
Sentences flowed
Used a variety of words
Used conventions of print (capital letters and punctuation.)
Followed directions (save, print, prepare for mailing)
Used time wisely
Comments:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Lesson: Creative Writing
Objective: Students will be able to write a story that includes a setting, character, problem
and solution.
Grouping: Individual
Materials Needed:
D Computers
D Stationary Studio

Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

'•
•

Stationary Studio basics

Step by Step:
Brainstorm using Kidspiration or a piece of paper.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Begin writing.

'•

Change fonts, font colors, and border colors when finished writing.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Get computers out, log on, and proceed to Stationary Studio.
Click start.
Click new stationary.
Pick the paper that will fit your story.
Click on the line size.

Click save. Save it in your folder. This is your first draft.
Click print. Click print again if you like the preview.
Revise your story.
Peer revising. Ask someone to read your story. They can ask questions or give
you new ideas.
Edit.
Proofread.
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•
•
•
•

Save final draft.
Click print. Click print again if you like the preview.
Turn story in.
Assess.

F·'

:i'.i
.

.
.

.
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Lesson: Stationary Studio Postcards
Ob_iective: Students will write a short letter in the form of a postcard.
Grouping: Individual
Materials Need~d:
D Computers
D Stationary Studio
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•

Step by Step:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review when people send postcards and why.
Talk about what they might want to write on a postcard. Each student can decide
what he/she wants to write.
Get the computers out, log on, and open Stationary Studio.
Click new stationary.
Choose the boarder of choice.
Type the letter.
Click print.
Click postcard.
Click print.
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Stationary Studio
Paper Options

Animals and Insects
Artie Animals
Bear
Bears
Bears Envelope
Birds
Bug Catching
Butterflies
Butterflies Envelope
Butterfly Metamorphosis
Cat
Cats
Cats Envelope
Desert Animals
Dinosaur
Dinosaurs
Dot
Dolphins
Dolphin 2
Dolphin Envelope
Family
Frog
Frog Metamorphosis
Insects and Spiders
Insects and Spiders 2
Ladybug
Penguin
Pets
Rabbit
Rabbits
Rabbit Envelope
Rainforest Animals
Safari Animals
Shark
Shells
Shells Envelope
Water Birds
Whale
Woodland Animals

Holidays and Seasons
Apple
Birthday
Birthday 2
Birthday Cake
Birthday Envelope
Christmas
Christmas Stocking
Christmas Tree
Cinco de Mayo
Cinco de Mayo 2
Cinco de Mayo Envelope
Easter Bunny
Gift
Halloween
Halloween 2
Halloween Envelope
Hanukah
Hearts
Hearts 2
Hearts Envelope
Kwanzaa 1
Kwanzaa2
Leaves
Leaves 2
Leaves Envelope
New Year's
Pumpkin
Red, White, and Blue
Red, White, and Blue Envelope
Shamrocks
Snowflakes
Snowflakes Envelope
Snowflakes with Watermarks
Snowman
Spring
Statue of Liberty
Sun
Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving 2
Winter Scene
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Earth and Space
Astronaut
Cloud
Earth
Earth 2
Flowers
Germination
Jungle
Magnifying Glass
Planets
Planets Envelope
Rainbow
Rainbow 2
Rainbow Envelope
Recycle
Recycle 2
Rocket Ship
Science Instruments
Simple Machines
Simple Machines 2
Sound
Star
Sun
Sun, Moon, and Stars
Sun, Moon, and Stars Envelope
Tree
Volcano
Water cycle
Weather symbols

City Skyline
Community Helpers
Community Helpers 2
Egypt
Exploring
Exploring 2
Farm
Feelings Envelope
Fire Truck
Greek Columns
Greek Warrior
House
I Have a Dream
Mayan
Medieval
Native American
Pilgrims
Rodeo Cowboy
Rodeo Rope
Ship
Ship 2
Ship Envelope
States
Submarine
Tooth
Traffic Signs
Traffic Signs Envelope
Train
Train Envelope
Truck
United States
Women's History

People and Places
Amusement Park
Ancient Rome
Balloon Ride
Bamboo
Bamboo Envelope
Black History
Camping
Cars and Trucks
Cars and Trucks 2
Castle
Circus

School and Home
Alphabet
Alphabet 2
Alphabet Envelope
Award
Backpack
Basketball
Book
Certificate
Clipboards
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- Clocks
Clothing
Coins
Computer
Cooking
Dolls
Fire Prevention
Food Groups
House
Kid Carrying Sign
Lunchbox
Math Symbol Monster
, Math Symbols 1
Math Symbols 2
Mitten
Newspaper
Newspaper2
Numbers
Pencils
Pencils2
Pencils Envelope
Race Car
School Bus
Shapes
Shopping Cart
Sports
Tea Party
Teddy Bear
Television
Toot Your Horn
Toys
Toys2
Toys Envelope

Imagination
Cameras
Dragon
Easel
Empty Box
Fairy Tales
Flights of Fancy
Flights of Fancy 2
Flights of Fancy Envelope

House on Head
Invention
Kids with Pencil
Luggage
Monsters
Monsters in Flight
Monsters in Flight 2
Monsters in Flight Envelope
North Star
North Star Envelope
Parchment
Pattern 1
Pattern 1 Envelope
Pattern 2
Pattern 3
Photography
Picture Frame
Rocket Ride
Starry Gift
Starry Gift 2
Starry Gift Envelope
Thought Balloon Cat
Thought Balloon Dog
Thought Takes Flight
Treasure Chest
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Lesson: Laura Numeroff' s webpage
Objective: Students will explore Laura Numeroff's webpage
Groupin2: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• URL- www.lauranumeroff.com
Preparing for this Project:
Prior to visiting Laura Numeroff' s webpage read several of her books to the class.

•

Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•

Step by Step:
Introduce the lesson by talking about Laura Numeroff' s books.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
·•

Get out the computers and log on.
Proceed to Laura Numeroff' s homepage.
Allow students several minutes to explore the webpage. Children may need to be
reminded that they can click on objects when the pointer turns to a hand.
Read Laura Numeroff' s biography together.
Ask students to recall information about Laura Numeroff
Continue reading about Laura's favorite things.
Talk about what was learned.
Explain to the students that they will use what they learned from Laura
Numeroff's webpage to make a web.

aura Numerotf - tter very own weosn:e,
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Bio

I

Books

,I Teachers I

Parents

I

Kids Fun!

WELCO:MSTO
MYWEBSIT£!
I'm so glad you found
me! I had a lot of
fun working on my site and now I get to
share it with you! I'll bet most of you
thought I was only an author but you
may be surprised to see my artwork
throughout the entire site!

What'.snew?
* New Photog of my dog!
* COVER SCKETCH FOR
new "Crunchley" book!
* M~ autobiograph~ is here!
-.....,,.{'

My tv'lo new booksi

.•~ •~.,..-....
.J
-

* Mouse spotted on bus!
* Send an £-Postcard

'

* New Books coming out
*

Email Me!.......I hope you're ready to learn exciting
things, see your old friends and maybe
make some new ones! Tell your
teachers I said "Hello!"
And as always, keep reading!

1 love hearing from my readers! If you'd
like to leave your own message
click here and visit the mail room!

Here are some links to organizations
· and charities that I care about!

Love, Laura

IVIY AUTOBIOGRAPHY IS
NOW AVAiLABLE'.
(It's only available through Amazon

and schools)

http://www.lauranumeroff.com/

MY BOOKS THAT WERE ON
THE OPRAH SHOW!
WHftT MOMMIES 00 BEST/WHAT
DADDIES 00 BEST

&

,aura Numeron - tter vt:1y

uw11 wt;u.:.nv:
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II
This just in ... Mouse
spotted on Bus in Tokyo!
Click here

IF YOU GIVE A PIG fa, PANCAKE
-

.

...

.

.....

.

.

..

. ........

·--·

-

I\

*You can order any of my books on-line from
Powell's. Just click on the Powell's button!

powell's ~,..-.
books"II 1111"

Sorry/ At this time I'm not taking any requests for
appearances/
All items. images copyrighted

Site Map
Books
Parents Section
Home Page
Biography
How to use this web site
About me
Just released books!
Books I recommend
Growing up
Links for parents
List of b_qoks
New books coming out
Going to college
What I'm working on
$Elll_cl_?_ P..9.~tcar..d
My sisters
My favorite books
Giving back
Kids FUN Section!
§ydney
(Dog)
Coloring page
M?ill:>?g
Writing Contest
Lily & Petunia (Cats) Teachers Section
$~ric;l_ § p_o_$t~§rd
Mouse Spotted on Bus!
Photo fun
Links for teachers
Story st 9 rt~rs
l:@ppy Thanksgiving!
Different language_l,_
Story starters
If You Giv~ A Kid An Idea ....
My typical day
My favorite thir:igs!
Don't want to hear the music?
Click pause (IE), or the speaker image (Netscape).

http://www.lauranumeroff.com/
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LIST OF AVAILABLE BOOKS
Books with HarperCollins
1. IF YOU TAKE A MOUSE TO SCHOOL - Illustrated by
Felicia Bond

rvallable
on-Ube I
at Powells..cotnl

2. IF YOU TAKE A MOUSE TO THE MOVIES Illustrated by Felicia Bond
3. TEN STEP GUIDE TO LIVING WITH YOUR
MONSTER - Illustrated by Nate Evans
4. lF YOU GIVEA MOUSE A COOKIE - Illustrated by
Felicia Bond (* Also available in Spanish)

Available on-Une
at Powellir..conil

5. IF YOU GIVE A MOOSE A rvrUFFrK - Illustrated by
Felicia Bond (* Also available in Spanish)

IAvallable on-line
at Powellir.cotnl

6. lF YOU GIVE A PIG A PANCAKE - Illustrated by
Felicia Bond (* Also available in Spanish)

AvallabJe on-line
at Powells.conil

71. THE CHICKEN SISTERS - Illustrated by Sharleen
Collicott

Avallable on-line
at Powells..conil

8. IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A COOKIE MINI-BOOK AND
PLUSH CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT
9. IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A COOKIE MINI-BOOK AND
CASSETTE
10. IF YOU GIVE A MOOSE A MUFFIN MINI-BOOK
AND CASSETTE
11. IF YOU GIVE A PIG AP ANCAKE MINI-BOOK AND
CASSETTE
12.

MOUSE COOKIES - RECIPES & COOKIE CUTTER

http://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_ books.htrn

I
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13. · THE BEST MOUSE COOKIE Board Book

Books with Random House

1. JvlQNSTER MlJNCHlES (Dr. Seuss Beginner Books)

IAvallable on-line
at Pawelk.com!

I

IAvallabla on-line

I

Illustrated by Nate Evans

Books with Simon & Schuster
1.

WHY A DISGUISE>

- Illustrated by David McPhail

2. TWO FOfZ STEW (written with Barney Saltzberg) Illustrated by Sal Murdocca

at~lk.coml

rvallab1e
on-line I
at ~lk.coml

3. DQGSDON'T WEAR SNEAKERS - Illustrated by Joe
Mathieu

1Avallab1e
on-line I
at PoweDs.coml

4. CI-IlMJ>S DON'T WEAR GLASSES - Illustrated by Joe
Mathieu

IAvallabla on-line
at Powelk.coml

5. WHAT MOMMIES DO BEST/WHAT DADDIES DO
BEST - Illustrated by Lynn Munsinger

IAvallable
on-line
at PoweUs.cotnl

6. WHAT.GRANDMAS DO BEST/\VHAT GRANDPAS
DO BEST - Illustrated by Lynn Munsinger

Avallal>le on-Una
at Poweils.com!

7. SOMETlMES 1 WONDER IF POODLES LIKE
NOODLES - Illustrated by Tim Bowers

Avallal>le on-Une
at Powelk.cotnl

IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A
COOKIE
A simple request for a glass of milk
from a mouse leads to utter chaos
and a string of continuing demands.
The first in this series, Mouse has
set the precedent for these silly
circle stories that kids will want to
hear over and over ...
http://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_ books.htm
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"The idea for this book came to me on
a long boring car trip. I started
. thinking of animals eating foods that I
like, an orangutan eating pizza; a
zebra eating watermelon and then an
image of a tiny mouse nibbling on a
chocolate chip cookie appeared. Nine
publishers rejected this story before
HarperCollins finally bought it! I had
NO idea it would turn into a series!
What a thrill!
My favorite illustration is the mouse
drawing with crayons. Reminds me of
me!"

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)

IF YOU GIVE A l\100SE A
MUFFIN
. This time it's a tall, gangly moose
asking for some jam to go with a
muffin. Be runs his host ragged by
another set of unending requests.
Be makes puppets, scenery and one
thing leads to another until he's
asking for another muffin.
"I just love the word "moose!" Don't
ask me why, but it makes me laugh. I
said MOOSE MUFFINS to myself
and thought it might be fun to write. I
had to do research to find out if there
are blackberries in the same state
where moose live! Later that week, a
friend of mine sent me ajar of
blackbeny jam, without even knowing
I was doing the research!
http://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_books.htm

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)
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What a coincidence!

My favorite illustration in this book is
the moose holding his little change
purse! He looks so sweet."

IF YOU GIVE A PIG A
PANCAKE
A darling little pig needs syrup for
her pancake, which makes her all
sticky. Then she'll want to clean up.
She ends up tap dancing, sending
photos to her friends, building a
'treehouse and of course, at the end,
· she asks for a pancake!
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"I love pigs, especially piglets. I
wanted to create a dainty looking girl
pig turning out to be bossy and
demanding but still endearing! And
the thought of her tap dancing made
me laugh so I put that in. I love
listening to David Hyde Pierce, from
"Frasier'', read the book on the
cassette. My favorite illustration in
PIG is when she's all wrapped in a
towel, looking sad. She looks so
innocent!"
I

IF YOU TAKE A l\10USE TO
THE MOVIES
Mouse is back! It's Christmas and
he's going to the movies. The
popcorn reminds him of stringing it
on a Christmas tree, which he'll
want immediately. He makes a great
effort of creating wonderful
ornaments and when the tree is
finally finished, something is

http://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_books.htm

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase}
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m1ssmg. Something VERY
important!
"I loved celebrating Chanukah as a
kid. My best friend, Pat, lived down
the street so
I also got to celebrate Christmas. Her
family always had a tree and I was
enthralled with the lights and the
ornaments. It was a thrill being able
to help decorate it! Since then, I've
always wanted to do a Christmas
book! I like the way popcorn looks on
a tree so I put that in and of course,
one thing led to another!
My favorite illustration in this book is
the tree sagging full or wonderful
ornaments."

!f.You 1AKE. /; MOlJSf.~( 1'0 TttE, MO\l:J:E.S

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)

WHAT MOMMIES DO
BEST/WHAT DADDIES DO
BEST
Now children can see that mommies
and daddies can do the same thing,
only differently. Whether it's
making a snowman or sewing a
button on a teddy bear, this is a
celebration of all the wonderful
things parents do for their children.
"One night, a friend was telling me all
the things she does for her kids taking them to soccer practice, the
dentist, giving them a bath, etc. I said,
"That's what mothers do" and began
to work on the book. It brought back a
lot of wonderful memories of my
parents doing things for me and with
me! Especially, baking Tollhouse
Chocolate Chip Cookies, playing
duets on the piano and reading to me.
My favorite illustration in this book is
the goat giving his daughter a
http://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_books.htm

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)
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piggyback ride. It's a very sweet
image."

\VHATGRANDMAS DO
BEST/\VHAT GRANDPAS DO
BEST
Again, this is a delightful book
showing children that grandmas
and grandpas can do the same
things but each has their own style.
They can fly kites, teach you how to
dance and give you a bath! This is
also a two in one book and has
become a series which will include
WHAT AUNTS DO BEST/WHAT
UNCLES DO BEST, WHAT
SISTERS DO BEST/WHAT
BROTHERS DO BEST and WHAT
KITTENS DO BEST/WHAT
PUPPIES DO BEST.
"Once MOMMIES/DADDIES came
out, I immediately thought of doing
another book with grandparents. I
loved playing cards with my
grandmother and dancing for her
while we watched the Lawrence Welk
s~~w. lreally enjoyed writing this
senes.
My favorite illustration is the little dog
wearing a swim cap, goggles and
inner tube at the beach. And the
grandfather with him cracks me up."

DOGS DON'T WEAR
SNEAKERS
A book in verse that shows animals •
doing ridiculous things - penguins
http ://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_ books.htm

Available on-line
at Bookpeople.com

Laura Numerott - i~urnor 01
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teaching, roosters in a gym, gnus
building a house. This is a great
book for inspiring kids to come up
with their own examples.
"I imagined a dalmatian wearing red
high top sneakers. I told my friend
who said, "Dogs don't wear sneakers"
and I immediately starting rhyming "Dogs don't wear sneakers, pigs don't
wear hats and dresses look silly on
Siamese cats!" It was a blast coming
up with animals doing silly things.
My favorite illustration is the moose
bowling. Watch out!"
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Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)

CHIMPS DON'T WEAR
GLASSES
More wacky situations with animals
doing unusual things - weasels
sightseeing, camels singing, dogs at
a puppet show.
"I had SO much fun writing DOGS
DON'T WEAR SNEAKERS that I
had couldn't stop so I just kept going
and ended up with enough for 2
books! Two of my favorite things are
rhyming and animals so writing verse
about animals is like a game for me. I
think of writing poetry as a puzzle.
My favorite illustration is the weasel
family having their picture taken. I
love the mother's glasses."

SOlVIETIMES I WONDER IF
http://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_books.htm

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)
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POODLES LIKE NOODLES
This book is a series of poems as
seen through the eyes of a young
girl. Everything from Halloween to
a favorite pair of pajamas has a
different twist to it. All children will
find something in the po~ms that
they can relate to.
"One ofmy favorite books was 'A
Child's Garden of Verses.' It inspired
me to write poetry even though I
didn't start until I was an adult. When
I finally had enough poems, I found
the right editor who helped me make
them into a cohesive book that would
be fun for kids!"
My favorite illustration is the two
friends under the blanket reading with
a flashlight. They look so cozy."

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase).

WHY A DISGUISE?
A disguise is seen as a very handy
thing to have around. A young boy
finds glasses with a big nose,
moustache and beard and uses it in
different situations - hoping to get
out of taking a bath, because his
mother won't recognize him,
wearing it when the school bully is
lurking but then realizing when he
takes it off, it's nice to be just him.
"I've always loved those disguises and
thought it would be fun to have a child
wearing one, thinking he can worm
his way out of going to school or the
dentist. I once visited a kindergarten
that had read the book and came
dressed in disguises! What a treat!
My favorite illustration is the boy
trying to hide from taking a bath!"
htto://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_ books.htm
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Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)
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MONSTER MUNCHIES
As part of the Dr. Seuss I Can Read
series, this book teaches kids to
count from 1 to 20 with wacky
monsters doing equally wacky
things. Learning to count can be
difficult for some children but this
book will definitely make it fun.
"I woke up in the middle of the night
and began writing this book. Luckily,
my computer is in the next room so I
was able to write half-asleep. The next
morning, I read what I'd written and
was thrilled to discover it wasn't
gobbledygook! I've written half asleep
before and couldn't read what I'd
written. Hooray for computers! This
was definitely a lot of fun to write. I
love the page where the monsters are
floating above, gobbling clouds. Look
for the one in the upper right hand
comer wearing a funny hat. He's my
favorite."

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)

I

T,vo FOR STE,v
This book is a conversation in verse
between a waiter and a woman who
has her heart set on the restaurant's
world famous stew. When she's told
they're all out of stew, the
discussion leads to bowling! It's a
great book for two people to read
out loud.

"I wrote this with my friend, Barney
Saltzberg (THERE'S A ZOO IN
ROOM 22, THE FLYING
GARBANZOS) one afternoon. We
were sitting in his office and started
http://www.lauranumeroff.com/books/my_ books.htm

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)
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rhyming. Eventually we had an entire
book. I really enjoy collaborating with
a writer who has a great sense of
humor and Barney sure does!
My favorite illustration in the book is
the chefs who look like they're in a
Broadway musical!"

TNa

THE CHICKEN SISTERS
This book is about three sisters who
live together, each one with a
specific flaw. One loves to bake but
burns everything; one loves to sing
but sings off-key and the other who
loves to knit but has bad taste. They
end up unwittingly capturing the
wolf that has come to town to eat
everyone and become heroes.

CHICltlN 1111111

"This started as just a beginning that I
would tell when I visited schools.
Each time I would elaborate a little
more until I actually had an entire
story. If you've read my bio and know
I'm one of three sisters, you're
probably wondering if I'm Babs,
Violet or Poppy. I'm the youngest so
I'm Babs but I like to think I don't
sing off-key. But you'll have to ask
my sisters.

rn

LAUPA

Available on-line at Powell's Books!
(Click to purchase)

My favorite page is the last scene at
the party with everyone wearing the
silliest hats that Poppy has made."

All items. images copvri2hted
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Lesson: Kidspiration Web- Information from Laura Numeroff's webpage.
Objective: As a class, students will recall information about Laura Numeroff. The class will
be able to make a web.
Grouping: Whole class
Materials Needed:
• Computers
.
• Kidspiration
URLwww.lauranumeroff
com
•
Background Information:
Basic computer skills

•
•
•

'

Understanding how to open and use Kidspiration.
Ability to recall information from Laura Numeroff' s webpage.

Step by Step:
Explain to the class that they will do several author studies throughout the year.·
Laura Numeroff is the first author they are studying so we will do a few of the
projects as a class.

•

•

.•

•
.•

Show and discuss the rubric that will be used to evaluate our class web of Laura
Numeroff. This rubric is similar to the rubrics that will be used to evaluate their
author webs throughout the year.
o Information
o Capital Letters
o Punctuation Marks
· o Complete Sentences
o. Following Directions
o Working Together
Review interesting facts students have learned while reading Laura Numeroff' s
webpage.
Direct students to open Kidspiration and click new project. In the center web, the
teacher will type Laura Numeroff. The children will share what they learned as
the teacher adds new bubbles for each fact or interesting point. If students are
ready for typing, each student can type in their own fact .
Evaluate the web with the rubric as a class.

I
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MY FAVORITE THINGS!
Here is a list of some of my favorite things!
1. Reading biographies.
2. Collecting stuffed animals.
3. My animals: Sydney, my dog, and Lily & Petunia, my cats.
4. Curling up on the couch with a book when it's raining.
5. Curling up on the couch with a book when it's sunny.
6. "The Wizard of Oz"
7. Horses, cats, dogs, raccoons, otters, rabbits, mice, squirrels, lions, chimps,
llamas, small parrots, pandas, meerkats and zebras.
8. Going to aquariums, museums and zoos.
9. Pizza with mushrooms and thin, crispy crusts, tangerines, watermelon,
broccoli, oatmeal with raisins, peanut butter and jelly sandwiches on raisin toast.
10. Using my silly imagination to make people laugh!

All items. images copY1i2hted
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ABOUT ME:
I grew up in
Brooklyn, New
York,
surrounded by
books, art and
music. If you'd
like to read
more about me
as a kid and about my life you can
click here.

I hope
you
enjoy
the
pictures
I want
to share
with
you: Photos of my pets, me and lots
of surprises! Click here to see a
bunch of them!

A TYPICAL DAY:

I love seeing my
;i"'"-books in another
language! Click here and try to
guess which country they're from!

(My writing schedule!)
If you want to know what my
days are like, and how I spend
my time click here.

MY FAVORITE THINGS!
If you'd like to see the things I
like the most, click here!

All items_ images copvrighted
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Self-Assessment
"
Name

Date_~
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Name

I

l~

Laura Numeroff Rubric

Laura Numeroff Rubric
':;-\

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.

t~l
'

Needs Work (1)

Needs Work (1)

Information
Capital Letters

Information
Capital Letters

Punctuation Marks

Punctuation Marks

Complete Sentence

Complete Sentence

Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:

'

~ l

Teacher Comments:

...ct

Rubric

I

r--------

Needs Work (1)

Date

Created by:

Laura Numeroff Rubric

II

11

Cr"~~ i

;, \d :'.

We typed 1-3 sentences.

We typed 4-5 sentences.

We typed 6 sentences.

We did not use capital letters.

We used capital letters once in awhile

We have capital letters where they were
needed.

We did not use punctuation marks.

We used punctuation marks sometimes.

We used the proper punctuation all the time.

We do not have complete sentences.

We have a few complete sentences.

All our sentences are complete sentences.

We only followed one of the directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the web in both folders

We only followed 2 of the directions.
-Name
-Print
-Save the web in both folders

We followed all of the directions.
-Name
-Print
-Save the web in both folder

We argued while working on the web. One
person did all the work

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finish our web.

I

Information

Capital Letters

Punctuation
Marks

Complete
Sentence

Following
Directions

Working
Together

'

re
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Lesson: E-mail Laura Numeroff
Ob.iective: Students will be able to e-mail Laura Numeroff
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• E-mail Address - emailrmlauranumeroff.com
Background Knowledge: ·
Basic computer skills

•
•

Knowledge a friendly letter

Step by Step:
Review parts of a friendly letter.

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Talk about what children might want to include in their letter to Laura Numeroff.
Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate their letters.
When computers are ready, click Internet Explorer.
• If Laura Numeroff's webpage is saved in the first grade folder, simply
click the icon. Proceed to The Mail Room page and click on her e-mail.
Click on click here to e-mail Laura Numeroff. Internet Explorer will pop-up.
Fill in the subject line.
Begin typing letters to Laura Numeroff.
Print one copy before clicking send for evaluation purposes.

,aurn_:Numeroff - Email responses
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The Mail Room!
Hi there readers!
I love to get your e-mails! Please let me know what state you're
writing from! I find it fascinating to see where you are!
If you'd like to email me, click here, or email to
"email@lauranumeroff.com"

And just to let you know, any titles you might read about on
AMAZON or BARNES & NOBLE, etc., like IF YOU GIVE A
DOG A DONUT, are tentative.
The next IF YOU GIVE title will be IF YOU GIVE A PIG A
PARTY, Fall 2005.
Somehow the stores get a hold of these tentative titles and make
it seem like they're going to be available any minute! There's
not much I can do about it.
If you would like to send me a letter by regular mail, please
send it to:

HarperCollins Publishers (no space between Harper and Collins!)
1350 Avenue of the Americas
NY NY 10019
If you are expecting a return letter, PLEASE INCLUDE A
SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE \VITH PROPER POSTAGE.

Thanks!
All items. images copvri2:hted

http://www.lauranumeroff.com/mail _bag.htm
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Lesson: Laura Numeroff's Postcards
Objective: Students will write an e-mail postcard to a staff member.
Grouping: Pairs
•Materials Needed:
D Computers
D Laura Numeroff's URL- www.lauranumeroffcom
D Staff member's e-mail addresses
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
'•

Knowledge a friendly letter

Step by Step:
Review parts of a friendly letter.

•
•

•
•
•
•

·•

Talk about what they might want to write in an e-mail postcard. This postcard is
for fun so they can decide what they want to write as pairs.
When computers are ready, click Internet Explorer.
• If Laura Numeroff's webpage is saved in the first grade folder, simply
click the icon.
Click on Send an E-mail.
Decide which postcard each pair would like to send.
Fill in the boxes with the correct information. For this activity, children will email a staff member. E-mail addresses are very detailed. Please make sure
children have the address correct. Some students will need extra help with this
step.
Begin typing letters.

ill inJour postcard.
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rlle~se fill in your postcard.

Email To:
Email From:

Message:

/Send/

Postcard.cgi vl.0b6 by Bewley Internet Solutions.

http://www.lauranumeroff.com/cgi-bin/postcard.cgi
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Lesson: Story Mapping Ifyou Take a Mouse to School
Objective: As a class, students will be able to recall the setting, characters, problem and
solution from 1/you Take a Mouse to School.
Groupin2: Large Group
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Book-Ifyou Take a Mouse to school
•. Kidspiration
• LCD projector
Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

'•
•

Knowledge of If you Take a Mouse to School

Step by Step:
Review If you Take a Mouse to School.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Talk about logging on and review what the Kidspiration icon looks like as a class.
Open Kidspiration. Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Thinking about Stories.
Begin entering information into the story map.
Remind children that when they are doing their own story map they need to click
on the "green guy" to type their names.
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Lesson: Story Mapping If You Give a Mouse a Cookie
Objective: Students will be able to recall the setting, characters, problem and solution from If
You Give a Mouse a Cookie
Grouping: Class and Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Book- If You Give a Mouse a Cookie
• Kidspiration
Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•

•

Students need to have prior knowledge of If You Give a Mouse a Cookie

Step by Step:
Review If You Give a Mouse a Cookie

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete a class story map of If You Give a Mouse a Cookie using the LCD
projector. When finished, explain to the class that they will be working in pairs to
complete their own story map.
Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project before getting the
computers out.
Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Thinking about Stories.
Begin entering information into the story web.
Remind children to go to the "green guy" and type their names.
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My group included 1-3 parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group included all four parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group did not have complete sentences.

·My group only had a few complete sentences.

My group used complete sentences throughout
the story map.

My group did not use capital letters.

My group used capital letters once in awhile.

My group used capital letters where they were
needed.

My group did not use proper punctuation
marks.

My group used proper punctuation in a few
places

My group used proper punctuation throughout
our story web.

My group did not follow directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed 1 or 2 directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed all three directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group argued while working on our story
map. One person did all the work.

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other person.

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finished our story map

problem or solution.

Parts of a story

Complete
Sentences

Capital Letters

Proper
Punctuation

Following
Directions

Working
Together
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Needs Work
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Storying Mapping Rubric

Storying Mapping Rubric

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.
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Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together
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Lesson: Creating a class book
Objective: Students will illustrate a page in our class book. The class book will be a take off
of Laura Numeroff' s book If You Give a Pig a Pancake.
Groupine;: Large group and pairs
Materials Needed:
D Whiteboard or materials to write a class book
D Computers
D If You Give a Pig a Pancake
D KidPix
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•

Prior reading of If You Give a Pig a Pancake

Step by Step:
Begin this project by rereading If You Give a Pig a Pancake.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain to the class that they are going make their own version of If You Give a
Pig a Pancake
Think of possible titles for their story.
After deciding on a title, write the story as a class.
When the story is complete, break up into pairs.
Each pair needs to choose one sentences/page to illustrate.
When each pair has a page to illustrate, review the rubric.
Get the computers out and direct students to KidPix.
Explain that they will type their sentences. Then they will illustrate their
sentences. Remind students that they can only "bomb" the page once. As a class
review the author's promise.
Before they are finished they need to type their names, print 3 copies, and save it
in both folders.
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Helped write the
story
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Date
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Making a class book
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I did not pay attention while the class was
I was paying attention but I did not help write
writing the story. I did not help with the story. the story.

I was paying attention and I helped write the
story.

My KidPix picture does not meet the author's
promise.

My KidPix picture meets the author's promise.

When I typed my sentence, I did not use capital
letters where they were needed.

When I typed my sentence, I used capital
letters where they were needed.

When I typed my sentence, I did not use
punctuation marks,

When I typed my sentence, I used punctuation
marks.

I

Author's Promise

Capital Letters

Punctuation

Following
Directions

Working
Together

I followed all of the directions.
-Names
-Print 3 copies
-Save in both folders
-Bombed more than once

I did not follow directions.
-Names
-Print 3 copies
-Save in both folders
-Bombed more than once

I followed some of the directions.
-Names
-Print 3 copies
-Save in both folders
-Bombed more than once

I did not work with my partner.

I worked with my partner, but we argued about I worked with my partner. We talked about
who was going to draw and type.
who was going to do each job.
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Making a class book

Making a class book

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself
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Needs Work

Helped write the story

Helped write the story

Author's Promise

Author's Promise

Capital Letters

Capital Letters

Punctuation

Punctuation

Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together
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Lesson: Jan Brett's webpage
Objective: Students will explore Jan Brett's webpage
Grouping: Large Group or Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• URL- wwv-,1.janbrett.com
Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•

Preparing for this Project
Prior to visiting Jan Brett's webpage read several of her books to the class.

•

Step by Step:
Introduce the lesson by talking about Jan Brett's books.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get out the computers and log on.
Proceed to Jan Brett's homepage.
Allow students several minutes to explore the webpage. Children may need to be
reminded that clicking in each box will take them to a different page on her
website.
Allow children time to read Jan Brett's biography if they are at the pint of reading
by themselves. However, if they still need a lot of support, read together as a
class.
Ask students to recall information about Jan Brett.
Talk about what they learned in small groups or as a class.
Explain to the students that they will use what they learned from Jan Brett's
webpage to make a web.

i\uthor Jan Brett's ttome .l:'age - A. urt:m nau; 1u1
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2,454 pages of free activities, coloring pages, and projects

There are two coloring pages for Father's Day in the Coloring Pages section of this page. "I
love my Dad" and "Happy Father's Day."
I've also created a new set of Father's Day Bookmarks. The link to the new bookmarks is
listed under the letter "B" on my Activities Pages.
The Home Page artwork for Father's Day card is available as an email post card to send
your dad. The link to all of the postcards is on this page.
I've added two new flash cards to the set of 3D flash cards -- a hemisphere and a triangular
prism. All of my flash cards, for arithmetic, shapes, and words are listed in the Flash Cards
section of my Activity Pages.
There is a new 2005 calendar for you to download and printout. Many teachers have
requested the first 6 months of next year so that they can create a new date calendar for the
coming school year. You can find the link listed under Calendars on my Activities Pages.
This coming fall my new book, The Umbrella, will be published. There is a preview in the
Books section of this page .
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Send an Email Postcard

2004 - 2005 Contests

Activities Pages
rNew

New

New

Coloring Pages
'..New

Print xour own Cards
and EnveloQeS

Classroom
Help-a-long~

Hear the June
Hedge a Gram
Windows Media or Real Audio

(New

About Jan Brett
http://www.janbrett.com/

School or Library Visit Contest
Jhii!!Ci.'

New

On Noah's Ark
Coloring Mural

New

New

Email Jan Brett

Make Your Own
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Videos

Books

.New

New

Free Subscription

Hel12 with Printing

Terms of Use

Site Mag

Help me find
Search by word or book title

Search

I

1·___
E_m_a_il_th_is_p_ag_e_t_o_a_fr_ie_n_d_~J

www.janbrettcom is a site that respects your privacy

A note for garents
Thanks for being here! Since starting on the Internet in 1996, Hedgie has had many friendly
visitors.

He's jumping for joy that you've stopped by.

http://www.janbrett.com/
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Lesson: Kidspiration Web- Information from Jan Brett's webpage.
Objective: Students will recall information about Jan Brett.
Groupin~: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Kidspiration
• URL- www.ianbrett.com
Background Information:
Basic computer skills

•
•
•

Understand how to open and use Kidspiration.
Ability to need to recall information from Jan Brett's webpage.

Step by Step:
Refresh students' memories about the Laura Numeroff author study that was
completed earlier this year.

•
•

•
•
•

Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate the web about Jan Brett.
o Information
o Capital Letters
o Punctuation Marks
o Complete Sentences
o Following Directions
o Working Together
Review interesting facts students learned while reading Jan Brett's webpage. If
needed, students can revisit Jan Brett's webpage.
Direct students to open Kidspiration and click new project. In the center web,
they will type Jan Brett. Children will add 5 to 6 bubbles of information.
Add pictures to the web after children have entered their information.

About Jan Brett
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With over twenty-six million books in print, Jan Brett is one of the nation's foremost
author/illustrators of children's books. Jan lives in a seacoast town in Massachusetts, close to
where she grew up. During the summer her family moves to a home in the Berkshire Hills of
Massachusetts.
As a child, Jan Brett decided to be an illustrator and spent many hours reading and drawing.
She says, "I remember the special quiet of rainy days when I felt that I could enter the pages of
my beautiful picture books. Now I try to recreate that feeling of believing that the imaginary
place I'm drawing really exists. The detail in my work helps to convince me, and I hope others as
well, that such places might be real."
As a student at the Boston Museum School, she spent
hours in the Museum of Fine Arts. "It was overwhelming to see the room-size landscapes and
towering stone sculptures, and then moments later to refocus on delicately embroidered kimonos
and ancient porcelain," she says. "I'm delighted and surprised when fragments of these beautiful
images,come back to me in my painting."
Travel is also a constant inspiration. Together with her
husband, Joe Hearne, who is a member of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Jan visits many different countries
where she researches the architecture and costumes that
appear in her work. "From cave paintings to Norwegian
sleighs, to Japanese gardens, I study the traditions of the
many countries I visit and use them as a starting point for
my children's books."

Listen to Jan Brett speak about her books
Watch Jan Brett's Videos

http://www.janbrett.com/bi ography .htm

Fill in the 6 bubbles with information you learned from Jan Brett's webpage. Make sure you use complete
sentences. When you are finished writing, you may add pictures.
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We typed 1-3 sentences.

We typed 4-5 sentences.

We typed 6 sentences.

We did not use capital letters.

We used capital letters once in awhile

We have capital letters where they were
needed.

We did not use punctuation marks.

We used punctuation marks sometimes.

We used the proper punctuation all the time.

We do not have complete sentences.

We have a few complete sentences.

All our sentences are complete sentences.

We only followed one of the directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the web in both folders

We only followed 2 of the directions.
-Name
-Print
-Save the web in both folders

We followed all of the directions.
-Name
-Print
-Save the web in both folder

We argued while working on the web. One
person did all the work

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finish our web.
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Punctuation
Marks
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Sentence

Following
Directions

Working
Together
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Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.
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Date _ _ _ _ _ __
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Information
Capital Letters
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Punctuation Marks
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Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together
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Lesson: Story Mapping The Mitten
Objective: Each pair of students will be able to recall the setting, characters, problem and
solution from The Mitten.
Grouuin2: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Book- The Mitten
• K.idspiration
• LCD projector
Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Knowledge

,•
•

Knowledge of The Mitten

Step by Step:
Review The Mitten

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project before getting the
computers out.
Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Thinking about Stories.
Begin entering information into the story web.
Remind children to go to the "green guy" and type their names.
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J

My group did not include setting, character,
problem or solution.

My group included 1-3 parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group included all four parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group did not have complete sentences.

My group only had a few complete sentences.

My group used complete sentences throughout
the story map.

My group did not use capital letters.

My group used capital letters once in awhile.

My group used capital letters where they were
needed.

My group did not use proper punctuation
marks.

My group used proper punctuation in a few
places

My group used proper punctuation throughout· .
our story web.

My group did not follow directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed 1 or 2 directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed all three directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group argued while working on our story
map. One person did all the work.

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other person.

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finished our story map
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Lesson: Story Mapping a Jan Brett Book
Objective: Students will be able to recall the setting, characters, problem and solution from a
Jan Brett book of their choosing.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Large selection of Jan Brett books
• Kidspiration
Background Knowledge:
Knowledge of books Jan Brett has written.

•
•

Basic Computer Skills

Step by Step
Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project before getting the
computers out.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Thinking about Stories.
Begin entering information into the story web.
Encourage children to add more bubbles (more information) when they have
completed several webs.
Remind children to go to the "green guy" and type their names.

n Brett Book List
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Email this page to a friend
About Jan Brett

Books TVrillen andillusiroted l:i' Jan Bret:
(Click on the links for more information)

THE UMBRELLA--G.P. Putnam's Sons--coming fall 2004 New
DAISY COMES HOME--G.P. Putnam's Sons--2002
CHRISTMAS TREASURY-G.P. Putnam's Sons--2001
HEDGIE'S SURPRISE--G.P. Putnam's Sons--2000
THE HAT--G.P. Putnam's Sons--1997
COMET'S NINE LIVES--G.P. Putnam's Sons--1996
ARMADILLO RODEO--G.P. Putnam's Sons--1995
CHRISTMAS TROLLS--G P. Putnam's Sons--1993
TROUBLE WITH TROLLS--G. P. Putnam's Sons--1992
BERLIOZ THE BEAR--G P. Putnam's Sons--1991
THE WILD CHRISTMAS RElNDEER--G P. Putnam's Sons--1990
THE FIRST DOG--Harcourt Brace Jovanovich--1988
ANNIE AND THE WILD ANIMALS--Houghton Miffiin--1985
FRITZ AND THE BEAUTIFUL HORSES--Houghton Miffiin--1981

Books Retold and !llustmtcd hy Jan Bren
ON NOAH'S ARK--G.P. Putnam's Sons--2003
WHO'S THAT KNOCKING ON CHRISTMAS EVE--G.P. Putnam's Sons--2002
GINGERBREAD BABY-G. P. Putnam's Sons--1999
TOirN MOUSE, COUNTRY MOUSE--G. P. Putnam's Sons--1994
TI-IE MITTEN--G. P. Putnam's Sons--1989
BEAUTY AND TI:IE BEAST--Clarion--1989
GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS--G. P. Putnam's Sons--1987

Books Illustrated by Jan Bren

TI-IE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS --G.P. Putnam's Sons--1998
TI-IE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT--G. P. Putnam's Sons--1991
HAPPY BJRTHDAY DEAR DUCK--Clarion--1988
THETWELVEDAYS OF CHRISTMAS--G.P. Putnam's Sons--1986
SCARY, SCARY HALLOWEEN--Clarion--1986
MOTHER'S DAY MICE--Clarion--1986
NOELLE OF TI:IE NUTCRACKER--Houghton Mifflin--1986
VALENTINE BEARS--Clarion--1983
ST. PATRICK'S DAY IN THE MORNING--Clarion--1980

http://www.janbrett.com/booklist.htm
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Problem
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My group included all four parts of a storySetting
Characters
· Problem
Solution

My group did not have complete sentences.

My group only had a few complete sentences.

My group used complete sentences throughout
the story map.

My group did not use capital letters.

My group used capital letters once in awhile.

My group used capital letters where they were
needed.

My group did not use proper punctuation
marks.

My group used proper punctuation in a few
places

My group used proper punctuation throughout
our story web.

My group did not follow directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed l or 2 directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed all three directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group argued while working on our story
map. One person did all the work.

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other person.

We talked about what we were going to vmte
and worked together to finished our story map
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Lesson: E-mail Jan Brett
Ob.iective: Students will write an e-mail letter to Jan Brett.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• URL- www.ianbrett.com
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•

Knowledge a friendly letter

Step by Step:
Review parts of a friendly letter.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Talk about what children might want to include in their letter to Jan Brett.
Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate their letters.
Click Internet Explorer. A window with boxes will pop up.
• If Jan Brett's webpage is saved in the first grade folder, simply click the
icon. On her homepage click e-mail Jan Brett.
Fill in the boxes with the correct information.
Begin typing letters to Jan Brett.
Check to make sure children have typed in the correct information before sending.
Print one copy before clicking send for evaluation purposes.

md Jan Brett an Email Letter
214

Your first name
Your last name
Your email address
If you are under the age ,of 13 please use your teacher's, librarian's, or parent's email address

(, Home School

C· Student C·Class _' Parent · =, Librarian C·Classroom Teacher

D Please check here if you would like a free subscription to janbrett.com
If you are a classroom teacher or librarian requesting a teacher's pack, please include
your school or library name and street address. I'll send you my pack in a few weeks'
time.
/ Send // Reset

I
_J

_J
a note to parents
janbrett.com is a site that respects your privacy

Click here for a free subscription to janbrett.com
© Jan Brett 1996-2004

h.ttp://www.janbrett.com/emailjb.html

Home Page
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Lesson: Jan Brett's Cards
Objective: Students will use a template from Jan Brett's webpage to write a letter to their
parents.
Groupin~: Individual
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• URL- www.janbrett.com
• Envelope for the cards
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•

Knowledge a friendly letter

Step by Step:
Review parts of a friendly letter.

•
•
•

Explain that children will complete their card during Guided Reading centers.
When one student is done he/she will choose someone else to write.
Directions:
• Open Jan Brett's webpage
• Click print your own cards and envelopes
• Choose a template
• Allow the template to download
• When the template is finished downloading, begin typing your letter.
• Print your card.
• Fold in fourths.
• Put it in an envelope.

Laros ana .1:mve10p~:s u um
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from The Ivlitten
Create a personal greeting card and envelope for someone special in just minutes.
Click on an image, add a greeting, and then print-it's that easy! Use standard 8 1/2 x
11 paper. The printQuick printer software will download and install automatically. These
files are quite large and download slowly, but I hope that you'll be pleased by the quality.
Prints a four fold card with your personal greetings! Fold the card in half and then in
half again. Thank you for using the new greeting card printer.
Click here for email postcards

Email this page to a friend
Envelopes
Requires Adobe PDF
Free PDF reader
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Home Page
Click here for a free subscription to janbrett.com
© Jan Brett 1996-2004

http://www.janbrett.com/printquick/the_ mitten_page.htm
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Text Entry Area
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Lesson: Making a Hedgehog
Objective: Students will be able to draw a hedgehog.
Students will be able to write a story about their hedgehog.
Grouping: Individual
Materials Needed:
• URL- www.janbrett.com
• Computers (one for every student)
• Paper for drawing
• Student Writing Center
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•

Step by Step:
Jan Brett has several videos on her webpage. One of the video is entitled Learn to
draw a Hedgehog.

•
•

Give directions for the video entitled Learn to Draw a Hedgehog from Jan Brett's
webpage.

• Directions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get out the computers, log on, and proceed to Jan Brett's webpage.
Click on Videos.
Click Lean to draw a Hedgehog.
Watch the video.
Watch the video a second time and draw with Jan Brett.
When your hedgehog is finished open Student Writing Center.
Click on Report.
Begin writing a story about their hedgehog.
• If students need more guidance for writing a story, have
them map out their story prior to opening Student Writing
Center. They can use Kidspiration or a piece of paper.

'ideo
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Email this page to a friend
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Learn to draw a Hedgehog

The Hat

•

On Line Video Chat

Daisy Comes Home
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(Starring my pet hedgehog, Buffy)

•

Jan Brett reads and draws
Gingerbread Baby

The Night Before Christmas

•

Jan Flies with the Blue Angels

Home Page
Click here for a free subscription to janbrett.com
© Jan Brett 1996-2004

http://www.janbrett.com/video/video_ main_page.htm
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Hedgehog Story
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Emerging(l)

11

Date
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Random letters
Some recognizable words are present

Some ideas are clear but some are still fuzzy
General meaning is clear

Ideas are clear and original
Uses detail to support main idea.

Sentences are unclear
No transitions but ideas

Clear sentences
Limited use of transition

Transitions connect ideas
Journal is easy to understand

'strings like words together
attempts simple sentences
Short, repetitive sentences

Uses simple sentences
Sentences tend to begin the same
Experiments with sentence patterns
Reader may have to reread to follow the idea

Uses a variety of sentences
Sentences structure is is correct and creative
Main ideas are present

Attempts spacing of words, letters, and
symbols
Uses upper- and lowercase letters
Punctuation is spotty

Phonetic spelling is used
Used capitals at the beginning of sentences
Usually used end punctuation correctly

Imitates word patterns
Copies environmental print

Recognizable words
Attempts new words but they don't always fit
Settles for ordinary words

Everyday words are used well
Creates vivid images with words
Avoids repeating common words

Did not use time wisely
Watched other people
Talked to friends

Used time wisely most of the time
Talked a little bit

On task while writing
Did not talk

I

Ideas

Organization

Sentence Fluency

Conventions

Word Choice

Managed Time
Wisely

High -frequency words are spelled correctly
and very close on other words
Capitals are used for proper nouns and and the
beginning of sentences
. Punctuation is used correctly

N
N
0

~en-Assessmen1

j

Name -

Name _ _ _ _ _ _--:-;_;;__ _ __
Date _ _ _ _ _ __

'Date

Hedgehog Story

Hedgehog Story
:)c(~iirc

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself

'

Emergingt)

f

~

l_l

Emergingt)

Ideas

Ideas

Organization

Organization

Sentence Fluency

Sentence Fluency

Conventions

Conventions

Word Choice

Word Choice

Managed Time Wisely

Managed Time Wisely
I

Student Comments:

~

{-,

~

'l 1 ;

l

Teacher Comments:
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"
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Lesson: Audrey Wood's webpage
Objective: Students will explore Audrey Wood's webpage
Groupin2: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• URL- www.audre~ood.com/mac-site/clubhouse nage/clubhouse.htm
Prepare for this project:
Prior to visiting Audrey Wood's webpage read several of her books to the class.

•

Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Knowledge

•

Step by Step:
Introduce the lesson by talking about Audrey Wood's books.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Get out the computers and log on.
Proceed to Audrey Wood's homepage.
Allow students several minutes to explore the webpage.
o Click Audrey Wood to learn more about her.
Read Audrey Wood's biography in pairs.
Ask students to recall information about Audrey Wood. What did they find
interesting?
Explain to the students that they will use what they learned from Audrey Wood's
webpage to make a web.

tbhouse
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Newsletter

Alphabet Mystery

Alphabet
Adventure

Newl
NAPPING- HOUSE
POSTER!

~ttp ://www.audreywood.com/mac_site/club house/clubhouse_page/ clubhouse.htm
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Lesson: Kidspiration Web- Infonnation from Audrey Wood's webpage.
Objective: Students will work together in pairs to create a web of information from Audrey
Wood's biography page.
Groupin2: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Kidspiration
• URL- www.audrevwood.com/mac-site/clubhouse naQe/clubhouse. htm
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•
•

Understand how to open and use Kidspiration.
Ability to call infonnation from Audrey Wood's webpage.

Step by Step:
Begin by explaining this is the third author we have studied this year. Encourage
children to explore Audrey Wood's biography for interesting infonnation.

•

•

•
•

1

Show and discuss the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project.
o Infonnation
o Capital Letters
o Punctuation Marks
o Complete Sentences
o Following Directions
o Working Together
Review interesting facts students learned while reading Audrey Wood's webpage.
Direct students to open Kidspiration and click new project. In the center web, the
students will type Audrey Wood. After typing her name, each pair may begin
working on adding more infonnation.

ng_bros
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This Page Scrolls Do'\\n!

My first memories are of Sarasota, Florida
in the winter quarters of the Ringling
Brothers' Circus.
I was one year old and remember it
vividly. My father, an art student, was
making extra income by repainting circus
murals.
Audrey Wood, age
one

The people in the circus were my friends. I was
bounced on the knee of the tallest man in the
world and rocked in the arms of the fat lady who
could not stand up. My first baby-sitters were a
family of little people who lived in a trailer next
to ours. They told me stories about the animals
they worked with: Chi Chi the Chimpanzee, an
elephant named Elder, and Gargantua the
Gorilla.
My mother says I was a fast
learner, always ahead of my age.
My father taught me to swim
before I could walk. I walked at
seven months and climbed over a
seven foot chain link fence when I
was one year old. Everyone in the
circus thought I was going to be a
trapese artist.
When I was two, I traveled with my parents to San Miguel de Allende,
Mexico, where they studied art. Spanish became my second language.
Because my mother read to me every day, I fell in love with books and was
reading by age three.
My parents had two more girls, which made me the oldest sister. All of us
were trained in the arts: music, dance, painting, and drama. We had a
http://www. audreywood. com/mac_si tel audrey_ bi o/ring_bros/ring_bros. htm

1g_:__bros
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miniature stage in our basement, complete with light-bulb floodlights and a
dusty red velvet curtain. Admission for the plays we produced was a
bargain--twenty-five cents.
When I was in the first grade, I wanted to grow
up to be an artist like my father. Then, in the
fourth grade, I decided I'd like to be a children's
book author. As an adult who writes and
illustrates children's books, I have realized both
my childhood ambitions.
I got in tro.uble in school once for crossing out my favorite author's name
and putting in mine--Audrey Brewer instead of Dr. Seuss!
My great-grandfather,
grandfather, and father were all
professional artists. Since I am
also a professional artist, there
are four consecutive generations
of artists in our family.
However, I am the only female
artist.
Audrey's great-grandfather, Nicholas Adrian
Brewer, in his New York City Studio. The
year is 1893

On our honeymoon, I read my new husband Don
)Vood the classic children's book entitled AT THE
BACK OF THE NORTH WIND. Seven years later,
we teamed up to create our first picture book
together.

Don Wood

When our son Bruce Robert was two years
old, I began to read picture books to him.
He helped to remind me of my childhood
ambitions. That's when I began to write
children's books seriously.

http://www.audreywood.com/mac_site/audrey_ bio/ring_bros/ring_bros.htm
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For much more detailed information about
AUDREY WOOD, go to your public
library reference desk and ask the
attendant for volume fifty of
SOMETHING ABOUT THE AUTHOR.

Bruce Robert Wood, age
3, Sketch by Don Wood

http://www.audreywood.com/mac_site/audrey_bio/ring_bros/ring_bros.htm
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Audrey Wood Rubric

I

NeedsWork-(1)

Date

Created by:

I

I

r;rc:1IJ0h(5)

I

We typed 6sentences....

;We typed 1-3 sentences.

We typed 4-5 sentences.

We did not use capital letters.

We used capital letters once in awhile

We have capital letters where they were
needed.

We did not use punctuation marks.

We used punctuation marks sometimes.

We used the proper punctuation all the time.

We do not have complete sentences.

We have a few complete sentences.

All our sentences are complete sentences.

We only followed one of the directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
,-Save the web in both folders

We only followed 2 of the directions.
-Name
-Print
-Save the web in both folders

We followed all of the directions.
-Name
-Print
-Save the web in both folder

We argued while working on the web. One
person did all the work

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other

Information

Capital Letters

Punctuation
Marks

Complete
Sentence

Following
Directions

Working
Together

• We talkecl about what we were going to write
and worked together to finish our web.
N
N

C()

,,

Self-Assessment
Name

Name

Audrey Wood Rubric

Audrey Wood Rubric

-----------Date _ _ _ _ _ __

(·ri-c~~·;f ._I(-.

1 \)

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.

Needs Work (1)

Information
Capital Letters

'

~ l

Needs Work (1)

-

Information
Capital Letters

Punctuation Marks

Punctuation Marks

Complete Sentence

Complete Sentence

Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:

'

~

(

5 \}

l

Teacher Comments:
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Lesson: Story Mapping with Audrey Wood
Objective: Students will be able to recall the setting, characters, problem and solution from
one of Audrey Wood's books
Groupin~: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• ·Computers
• Books by Audrey Wood
• Kidspiration
Background Knowledge:
Students need to have prior knowledge of Audrey Wood's books.

•
•

Basic Computer Skills

Step by Step:
Allow each group to select one of Audrey Wood's books to complete a story map.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project before getting the
computers out.
Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Thinking about Stories.
Begin entering information into the story web.
Do not take allow students to home this story map. It will be sued later for
another project.

Kubnc

...,

I

Created by:

Storying Mapping Rubric

j

Needs Work (1)

II

Date

(;,-,-,,1,1,.i, (Si

My group did not include setting, character,
problem or solution.

My group included 1-3 parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
_Solution

My -group included all four parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group did not have complete sentences.

My group only had a few complete sentences.

My group used complete sentences throughout
'the story map.

My group did not use capital letters.

My group used capital letters once in awhile.

My group used capital letters where they were
needed.

My group did not use proper punctuation
marks.

My group used proper punctuation in a few
places

My group used proper punctuation throughout
our story web.

My group did not follow directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed 1 or 2 directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed all three directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group argued while working on our story
map. One person did all the work.

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other person.

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finished our story map

Parts of a story

Complete
Sentences

I

Capital Letters

Proper
Punctuation

Following
Directions

Worki_ng
Together

N

w
_.

Self-Assessment
----,

Name

Name

------------Date

-------

Storying Mapping Rubric

Storying Mapping Rubric
r:·c/;j

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.

Needs Work

_lr\h

f'

rrc:;-\~

r.~ l

Needs Work

lt'~'.

I,: ..

r~ l
-

Parts of a story

Parts of a story

Complete Sentences

Complete Sentences

Capital Letters

Capital Letters

Proper Punctuation

Proper Punctuation

Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:

Teacher Comments:

~
__,I
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Lesson: Story Mapping with Audrey Wood-2
Objective: Students will be able to recall the setting, characters, problem and solution from
one of Audrey Wood's books
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• B.ooks by Audrey Wood
• Kidspiration
Background Knowledge:
Knowledge of Audrey Wood's books.

•
•

Basic Computer Skills

Step by Step:
Allow each group to select a different Audrey Wood book to complete a story
map.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
1

Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project before getting the
computers out.
Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Thinking about Stories.
Begin entering information into the story web.
Do not take allow students to home this story map. It will be sued later for
another project.
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Smart Piggy's
Newsletter

G

Sign Up For Smart Piggy's Newsletter
and View Previous Issues

I

Titles by Audrey Wood

The Napping House
Into the Napping House (Pop Up Book)
King Bidgood's in the Bathtub
Moonflute

II Illustrated by... , Published by
II Don Wood
I Harcourt Brace

II Don W~od

II Don Wood
IDon Wood

Becked)'. Peg

Don Wood

Tickleoctovus

Don Wood

Bright and Earl)'. Thursda)'. Evening

Don Wood

IQuick as a Cricket

I Don Wood

The Big Hunga Bear Co-authored by
Don Wood

IPiggies Co-authored by Don Wood
IThe Princess and the Dragon
IBalloonia
j Presto Chang-O

IThe Tooth Fairy

IWeird Parents
I

I Harcourt Brace

I Harcourt Brace
11 Harcourt Brace

IHarcourt Brace I
IHarcourt Brace
IHarcourt Brace
IChild's Play

Don Wood

11 Child's Play

Don Wood

I Scholastic Books
I Child's Play

Audrey Wood
Audrey Wood

I Child's Play

IAudrey Wood I Child's Play
IAudrey Wood I Child's Play
IAudrey Wood

11

http://www.audreywood.com/mac_site/catalog/catalog.htm

I Dial Books
II

I

The Complete Audrey w ooo \.,a1a1ug
235

IThe Red Racer

IIAudreyWood.

I Simon and
Schuster

ITugford Wanted to be Bad

11 Audrey Wood

11 Harcourt Brace

Rude Giants

II Audrey Wood
I Audrey Wood
I Audrey Wood
I Audrey Wood

Magic Shoelaces

j AudreyWood

Twenty Four Robbers

I Audrey Wood
I Audrey Wood
I Audrey Wood

ILittle Penguin's Tale

IOh M)'. Bab)'. Bear!
Sill)'. Salll".
(

Scaredy Cats

IOrlando's Little While Friends

I

I

Elbert's Bad Word

The Christmas Adventure of Snace Elf
Sam

Don and Audrey
Wood

Bruce Robert
Wood

11 Harcourt Brace
11 Harcourt Brace
11 Harcourt Brace
11 Harcourt Brace

II Child's Play
11 Child's Play
11 Child's Play

II Child's Play

I

Harcourt Brace

11 Robert Florczak

11 Harcourt Brace

!Birdsong

11 Robert Florczak

11 Harcourt Brace

IThe Flying Dragon Room

11 Mark Teague

11 Scholastic Books

11 Mark Teague

11 Scholastic Books

11 David Shannon

11 Scholastic Books

• Back to Parents
&
Teachers

•Back to
"Awards"

http://www.audreywood.com/mac_site/catalog/catalog.htm

I

I

Scholastic Books

IThe Rainbow Bridge

ISweet Dream Pie
IThe Buntans

I

~ CLUBHOUSE

HOME

I
I
I
I
I

Rubric
Created by:

Storying Mapping Rubric

I
...-----------,

Needs Work (1)

I

Date

I-

f .; r~:~~j ·f

.~~)!)

{ ::·)

My group did not include setting, character,
problem or solution.

My group included 1-3 parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group included all four parts of a storySetting
Characters
Problem
Solution

My group did not have complete sentences.

My group only had a few complete sentences.

My group used complete sentences throughout
the story map.

My group did not use capital letters.

My group used capital letters once in awhile.

My group used capital letters where they were
needed.

My group did not use proper punctuation
marks.

My group used proper punctuation in a few
places

My group used proper punctuation throughout
our story web.

My group did not follow directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed 1 or 2 directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed all three directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group argued while working on our story
map. One person did all the work.

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other person.

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finished our story map

Parts of a story

Complete
Sentences

I

Capital Letters

Proper
Punctuation

Following
Directions

Working
Together

t-J

w

CJ\

Name

Name
Date

Storying Mapping Rubric

-------

Storying Mapping Rubric

':·,

. Ir

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.

Needs Work

t) J j

Needs Work

t)

~

l

-

Parts of a story

Parts of a story

Complete Sentences

Complete Sentences

Capital Letters

Capital Letters

Proper Punctuation

Proper Punctuation

Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:

Teacher Comments:

~
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Lesson: Venn Diagram of2 Audrey Wood books
Objective: Students will create a Venn Diagram. They will use the story maps they create on
a previous day.
GroupinJ?;: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Audrey Wood story maps
• Audrey Wood books
• Kid Pix
Background Knowledge:
Well-developed knowledge of the 2 books they will be using to create the Venn
Diagram.

,•

Step by Step:
Review Venn Diagrams.

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
,•

Retrieve the Audrey Wood story maps. Review the story maps created on a
previous day.
Explain the rubric and what students will be expected to do.
Get out the computers, log on, and open Kid Pix.
Type names at the top of the page.
Instruct to make 2 overlapping circles. If students are not ready for this, create a
template they can use.
Label each circle with the name of the book.
Begin entering information. Students need to compare and contrast the two
books.

Book Title:

Book Title·

t-J

w

'-0

r·•.Jan1es

Rubric
Created by:

Venn Diagram Rubric
I

Needs Wo-rk

11

01.::i;,'

Capital Letters
and Proper
Punctuation

11

-

(~ n·~d

Jnb'.

We included at least 2 facts in each circle and
1 fact in the compare I overlapping circle.

We included 4 facts in each circle and 2 facts
in the compare I overlapping circles

We included 5. or more facts in each crrcle and
3 or more facts in the compare / overlapping
circles

Our sentences were not under the correct
books.

A few of our sentences were in the wrong
circle.

All of our sentences were in the correct circles.

We did not use capital letters .
We did not use proper punctuation.

We used some capital letters.
We used some punctuation.

We used capital letters where they belong.
We used proper punctuation were it was
needed.

.We did not have complete sentences.

Half of our sentences were complete sentences. All of our sentences were complete sentences.

We followed 1 or 2 of the directions.
-2 circles
-Names
-Print 2 copies -Book Titles
-Save the web in both folders

We only followed 3 to 4 of the directions.
-2 circles
-Names
-Print 2 copies -Book Titles
-Save the web in both folders

We followed all of the directions.
-2 circles
-Names
-Print 2 copies -Book Titles
-Save the web in both folders

We argued while working on the web. One
person did all the work

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finish our web.

Information

Correct
Placement

Date

I

Complete
Sentences

Following
Directions

Working
Together

t-..)
~,.

0

Self-Assessment

.I. \.:..U'-".1.1.'-'.I.

"
Name

Date

Venn Diagram Rubric

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself

..._,,,...-&-a•-- .. •-•--

Name _____________
Date _ _ _ _ _ __

Venn Diagram Rubric

- .- l

;~1 L·--jl ~ '.

,1·,

Needs Work

i
Information

l __

Needs
-

-

-

Information

Correct Placement

Correct Placement

Capital Letters and Proper

Capital Letters and Proper

Complete Sentences

Complete Sentences

Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:

wr ()Ir l

Teacher Comments:
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Lesson: E-mail Audrey Wood
Ob_iective: Students will write an e-mail letter to Audrey Wood
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
Computers
0
URL- www.audrevwood.com/mac-site/clubhouse na2:e/clubhouse. htm
0
Background Knowledge:
Basic computer skills

•
•

Knowledge a fiiendly letter

Step by Step:
Review parts of a fiiendly letter.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Talk about what children might want to include in their letter to Audrey Wood.
Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate their letters.
Click Internet Explorer. A window with boxes will pop up.
• If Audrey Wood's webpage is saved in the first grade folder, simply click
the icon. On the tree house click e-mail
Fill in the boxes with the correct information.
Begin typing letters to Audrey Wood.
Check to make sure children have typed in the correct information before sending.
Print one copy before clicking send for evaluation purposes

mcts ma11oox
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i Get. ...,,;;;
smart
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. J"ll:WS e.':J..-t~J0>:>

Sign Up For
SMART PIGGY'S
NEWSLETTER

I Want To E-Mail ...
'DON WOOD

AUDREY WOOD

BRUCE
WOOD

We may have answered your
question! Please check on our FAQ
page before you write us. Thank
you for your consideration,
Audrey Wood

http://www.audreywood.com/mac_ site/clubhouse/audreys_ mailbox/auds_mailbox.htm
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Lesson: Robert Munsch's Webpage
Objective: Students will be able to recall 4 to 6 facts from Robert Munsch' s webpage.
·Groupin2: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• URL- www.robertmunsch.com
Background Information:
Basic Computer Skills

•

Prepare for This Project:
Read several of Robert Munsch's books before beginning work on the computer.
His website has a list of his books.

•

Step by Step:
Begin by discussing Robert Munsch's books that have been read on a previous
day. Direct students to Robert Munsch's website.

•

•
•
•

•
•

Allow students several minutes to explore the webpage.
Instruct each pair to find 4-6 interesting facts about Robert Munsch to share with
the class.
Read several paragraphs as a class if students are having a hard time getting
started. Discuss the paragraphs. Then redirect the students back to reading in
pairs. If the reading is to complex continuing working together as a class.
Discuss what the students read after 12-15 minutes. Ask each group to share 4 to
6 facts they learned from reading the webpage.
Remind students they will be using the information they learned from Robert
Munsch's webpage tomorrow on a writing activity.

• 1'

,/!'>.,~

All the way back home ...
-

Robert Munsch's Books
A Promise is a Promise

Alligator Bat

A PIDMl$l 1$ A l'll>Mlll

,4

Read about it.
Listen to it

•

Read about i
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Angela's Airplane

David's Father

~J!g~~~

p.
f:"",~''
l~i

From Far Aw

f

.·,. ·~:€:l

f

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about i
Listen to it

Get Me Another One

Get Out of Bed

-~
,-~

Good Families Don't

I Have To G,

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about i
Listen to it

Jonathan Cleaned Up ...

Lighthouse -A Story of
Remembrance

Love You Forever

Makeup Mes

h.f;< ,,;

,r,,.,_1,_l-!••::!:if..-t,.:~ ;;o,j.,_.;,'

I ft.tW

~

~D!

. ~~

~~:k::. ~

,:;··

· U)\......
l' lOl.!IURl-''l,'R
-- __ ,_,_ .• __ __,..,,.,,all
>;-'''"-.'~,__-•. _.

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

http://www.robertmunsch.com/booklist.cfm

"'~: '!,'

Read about it.
Listen to it

~

......

~~

--·~----

The Utticial Kooen lVlUU:S\,;U

VY cu:,m:;
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Millicent and The Wind

More Pies

MoreJJJesl

~-----

~·

-

.

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Mortimer

Mud Puddle

..,.~

',·

:

.-- 5:.:,,r··:"'i

Munschworks 3
Third Munsch Tn

~}-'

:,=.7j~(.

:{:,isr1~:~1~;"

~~·~,

Read about it.
Listen to it

Munschworks Grand
Treasu

Mu nschworks 2, The
Second Munsch
Treasury

Read about i
Listen to it

Mun~c"1ior&.k!5 2

~Ct~

~'?r ~-=--=-

i!i

Read about it.
Listen to it

-~r~

,.,_

'- ).:•f~.,; J_:.

Read about it.
Munschworks, The
First Munsch
Collection

Murmel Murmel
Murmel

!:~<~ft
t"">~
j-'~':;A!~

.

Read about it.
Purple Green and
Yellow

Read about it.
Listen to it

•-·--·

...... ..,,.._,._.

Read about i
Listen to it

Ribbon Rescue

. Purple. Grf:e;"

and YeD-1.:.-w

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about i
Listen to it

Something Good

Smelly Sox

Read about it.

http://www.robertmunsch.com/booklist.cfm

Read about it.

Read about i

be Official Konen NlUU:S\;U

vvcu:mc

Listen to it

Listen to it .

Listen to it

,,..,,

Read about it.
The Dark

r:t?i.

The Fire Station

The Giant

:,-L;~ ~

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.
Listen to it

Read about it.

Read about it.
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Biography
I was born on June 11, 1945 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I grew up in a family of 9 kids. At
least, that is where I lived when I was young. My mother says I never grew up and still act
like I was 6 years old. She may be right, but I figure that I act like a very mature 6 year old.
When I was 12 my older brother kicked me in the mouth the day after I got my braces off.
He broke off some of my front teeth and knocked me out. My dad says I have been acting
strange ever since. My mom says I always acted strange.
I almost flunked first grade and also the second, third, forth, and fifth; but my younger
brother was in the grade behind me, and he was a brain and nobody wanted to have me be
in the same grade as him, so they kept passing me. I never learned how to spell, graduated
from eighth grade counting on my fingers to do simple addition, and in general was not a
resounding academic success.

all

I did, however,
through elementary school, write poetry. Funny poems, silly poems, all
sorts of poems. Nobody thought that was very important, including me. When I went to high
school, I didn't get along with anybody, read lots of books and decided to be a Catholic
Priest.
·
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Biography
I studied for 7 years to be a Jesuit priest, only to find that I was lousy priest material. [V\/hile
I was studying with the Jesuits, I got an undergraduate degree in History and a Master's
degree in Anthropology. A Master's degree in Anthropology isn't worth much, but that's
what they give you when you flunk your orals for your Ph.DJ
While I was studying to be a Jesuit priest, I worked part-time at an orphanage to escape
from deadly classes in philosophy. So I knew I liked working with kids; and when I left the
Jesuits I decided to work in daycare for a year till I figured out what I wanted to do; and
what I figured out I wanted to do was: work in daycare.
After I had been in daycare for awhile I decided to learn something about what I was
supposed to be doing, so I went back to school for a year at the Elliot Pearson School of
Child Studies at Tufts University in Medford, Mass. It was there that I made up my first story
while on a student teaching placement at the Wellsley College Child Studies Preschool. I
did it for a circle time. I did not know that it was going to be a book called "Mortimer''. It took
it 12 years to get to be a book.
Back in daycare I discovered that I could get the kids to shut up during naptime by telling
them stories. For ten years I did this without thinking I had any special skill. After all, while I
made the best stories in the daycare centre, most of the other teachers made better
playdoh. I eventually got a long list of stories I told, but I never wrote them down.
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Biography
Once when my wife [I met her over a diaper at Bromley Heath Infant Daycare in Jamaica
Plain, Mass.] and I were both out of work because a daycare lost its' funding, we decided to
try to look for work in Canada. _We both ended up at a lab preschool at the University of
Guelph in Guelph, Ontario. The wife of my boss happened to be a CHILDREN'S
UBRARIAN,and she heard me telling stories.
She told me to publish and I didn't listen, She told my boss to make me publish and my
boss told me to publish and I listened. In fact, he gave me two months off to do it. So I had
a great two months off and on the last day, I wrote down 10 stories and sent them off to 10
different publishers. Nine said, "No" and one said, "Yes" to a story called 'Mud Puddle'.
So I became a writer. Mud Puddle sold 3000 copies the first year. Oh WoW! But Annick
press kept putting out my books and they slowly sold better and better. [Mud Puddle had
its' best year 10 years after it was published!]. Finally I quit my job at the University and
started just writing and telling stories. About then I became a Canadian citizen and lost my
American citizenship. It was nice to have only one country again.
I kept using real kids as characters in my books even though I was not working in daycare
or preschool anymore. The first kid I make up the story for sort of 'owns' the story and gets
to be the kid in the book - if the story ever gets to be a book. My publisher did not like this
because it meant that I changed characters for each book.
The storytelling sometimes got very big once I was discovered by children's festivals in
Canada and then by entertainment promoters. Sometimes I was telling stories to 3,000 kids
at once - and that is a lot different than a daycare nap time. But I still kept doing schools
and daycares because I liked doing them.
I also started to travel all over Canada and stay with families while telling stories. I first
stated with families because I did not have money for a hotel, but I soon found out that
families were a great place to look for stories when a book called 'Moira 1 s Birthday' grew
out of stayindwith Moira 1s family in Hay River, NWT.
Along the way I became Canada 1 s best selling author, but I was not selling much in the
USA. Then LOVE YOU FOREVER came out as a Canadian book in 1986. I had written it
as a memorial for two stillborn babies we had in 1979 and 1980. The story actually started
out as a song.
I really wanted this story to be a book and I had to change publishers since my regular
publisher did not want to do it. I was really worried that it would not sell. It sold 30,000 in
1986 and was the bestselling kid's book in Canada that year, 70,000 in 1987 and was the
bestselling Canadian kids book that year too. It sold 1,000,000 in 1988 . It was the
bestselling Canadian kid1s book that year to. The strange thing was that it was also the
bestselling l<id's book in the USA, only nobody knew it, including me. It never occurred to
me that it could be an invisible bestseller.
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Biography
Then, in 1994, the 'New York Times' did an update of their list of bestselling children's
books that they had last done in 1978. They did not update the list often since it was very
stable. GOODNIGHT MOON had been #1 since forever! They found LOVE YOU
FOREVER at the top of the list with 8,000,000 sold. {It's at 18,000,000 as of 1999} This
was very strange as they had never reviewed it, did not know it existed, and it was
Canadian (foreign) title that did not even have a US publisher or distributor. Somebody
.from the Times called me up and wanted to know, "Who are You?".
So I have kept on doing about 2 books a year and now I have 42 books published. The
latest is SMELLY SOX. I first told it in 1984, on the same day that I first told MOIRA'S
BIRTHDAY, which also became a booK .
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And here are some strange things about me:
1. I visit schools and daycares for free and usually I do not tell them that I am coming. Like
on a book tqur in California in October, 1997; I looked at a map and figured out that I was
. going to be near a school that had written me. (I have a really good secretary who keeps
track of these things) I decided to drop in. I took along the letter the class had written and
showed it to the school secretary. I said, "Look, Ms. Clebanoff in grade 2 asked me to visit."
I showed the letter to \he secretary because one of the jobs of secretaries is to keep weird
people out of school and I wanted her to know that I was not a weird person. The secretary
decided I was not weird and wanted to call Ms. Clebanoff and tell her that I was coming, but
I convinced her to let me just go and knock on the door.
So I went and knocked on the door of Ms. Clebanoff1 s grade 2 and said, "Hi! I'm Bob
Munsch. Remember you asked me to come and visit when you wrote me last year?"
Mrs. Clebanoff just stood there and didn 1t say anything so I tried again.
I said, "Hi! My name is Bob Munsch and I am from Canada and your class wrote me a letter
and asked me to come and visit and I was driving by on the Ventura Freeway and I came
by for a visit and do you want me to tell some stories to your class or should I go back to
the Ventu~a Freeway and stop bothering you?"
Mrs. Clebanoff said, "Canada? Bob Munsch??? Stories????"; And then she finally figured it
out and yelled, "Kids, drop everything, we have a visitor!"
Then a really neat thing happened. The principal came running in the door and said; "I
don 1t believe this! Mr. Munsch, you have to visit the kindergarten. They have just finished a
big letter that 1they started yesterday. It is to you! Why don't you go and pick it up and it will ·
save them stamps?" So I went to the kindergarten and told stories and got my letter. The
kids thought it was very nice of me to come down from Canada to pick up their letter.
2. I still like to stay with families. When I was a prize for Scholastic USA book clubs they
thought I would fly to the winning school and tell stories for an hour. Instead I called up the
winning teacher and told her to choose 2 kids by lottery and I would stay with their families.
And that is how I came to stay with Brittany Edwards in Georgetown, South Carolina and
that is how this conversation took place:
BRITTANY: .... My Great-Grandfather broke both his arms.
BOB: ................ Both!
BRITTANY: ....Yes. He fell out of the back of a truck while he was trying to shoot a deer.
BOB: .......... , ..... Is he ok now?
BRITTANY: .... Yes, he got tired of the casts and he had my cousin come over and saw
them off so he could go hunting.
BOB: .................. Do you think that was a good idea?
BRITTANY ........ Yes. They just put the casts on him cause he was old.
BOB: ................... So how old is he?
BRITTANY ........ 101
And that led to me telling a story called "Brittany's Granddad" which will be a book
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someday. And there was Julia Muckpah who asked me to visit. She lived in Arviat, Nunavit;
and the visit turned onto a book called A PROMISE IS A PROMISE that I wrote with
another Inuit from Rankin Inlet. That is the trip where I learned to like raw frozen cariboo,
which would not have happened at a hotel.
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In 1999 I stayed with a family in Sidney, British Columbia. They live out in the middle of the
coastal rain forest and the kids happily dragged me through several kilometres of forest and
swamp, which they felt was their back yard. Their real back yard was fenced and had 4
large dogs whose job was to eat any mountain lions who happened to jump the fence. We
saw no mountain lions on our walk, and I don 1t know if any mountain lions saw us. The
whole purpose of the expedition was to climbl'Mt Everest'' . "Mt. Everest" turned out to be
a small rock knob. When we climbed it, there in clear view, was the fenced back yard of
their house. I told Jon, age 7, that it seemed there was a shorter way to Mt. Everest. He
said, "It's not Mt. Everest if you come that way". I think he has hit on some sort of universal
truth and here it is ---> JON'S RULE: Where you are depends on how you get there.
Which is the story of my life and yours too.
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Lesson: Kidspiration Web- Infonnation from Robert Munsch's webpage.
Objective: Students will be able to write 4 to 6 sentences about Robert Munsch in the
Kidspiration web.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• K.idspiration
• URL- www.robertmunsch.com (May to review facts learned on a previous day)
Background Information:
Basic computer skills

•
•
•

Understanding of how to open and use Kidspiration.
Ability to recall infonnation from Robert Munsch's webpage.

Step by Step:
Show and discuss the rubric that will be used to evaluate the final project.
o Infonnation
o Capital Letters
o Punctuation Marks
o Complete Sentences
o Fallowing Directions
o Working Together

•

•.
•

Review interesting facts students learned while reading Robert Munsch's
webpage. If this is difficult, give students time to visit the website and refresh
their minds.
Direct students to open Kidspiration and click new project. In the center web,
students need to type Robert Munsch. If children are not ready to create their own
web, make a simple web for them to use.

Fill in the 6 bubbles with information you learned from Robert Munsch's webpage. Make sure you use
complete sentences. When you are fini_shed writing, you may add pictures.

C)

C)

1:--J

Vt

OI

Rubric

I

I

Needs Work

. - - - - - - - - - ~ :we typed 1-3 sentences.

-

Date

Created by:

Robert Munsch Rubric
..

.

I

:"\Ve typed 4-5 sentences. .

.

Grf'at Joh

I

. We typed 6 sentences.

Information

[We did n~t use capital fetters.

We used capital letters once in awhile

We have capital letters where they were
, 'needed.

Capital Letters
~..

---···

: We used punctuation marks sometimes.

We did not use punctuation marks.

• We used the proper punctuation all the time.

Punctuation
Marks
'We do not have complete sentences.

We have a few complete sentences.

_All our sentences are complete sentences.

/We only followed one of the directions.
:-Names
:-Print 2 copies
j-Save the web in both folders

We only followed 2 of the directions.
,-Name
-Print
-Save the web in both folders

We only followed all of the directions.
-Name
-Print
:-Save the web in both folder

Complete
Sentence

Following
Directions

!w~ argued whlie working on the web.
Working
Together

;person did all the work

One

;we argued a little and one person did more
• 'work than the other

:we talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finish our web.
t<

V

--. :

Self-Assessment

..I. ..:;,a'l.,.,.11.t..,I

Name ___:___________
Date _ _ _ _ _ __

Robert Munsch Rubric

..L..11' UI'-11.._.. .,av-aa.

Name

Date

Robert Munsch Rubric
C1rea1 Joi,.

Use th

·tena on
C to
urself. ·
Information

Needs Work

•

~

Ci-re<.11

n
Information

Capital Letters

Capital Letters

Punctuation Marks

Punctuation Marks

Complete Sentence

Complete Sentence

Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:

~
•

Needs Work
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Lesson: E-mail Robert Munsch
Objective: Students will be able to e-mail Robert Munsch.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• URL- www.robertmunsch.com
Background Knowledge: '
Basic computer skills

•
•

Knowledge a friendly letter

Step by Step:
Review parts of a friendly letter.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Talk about what children might want to include in their letter to Robert Munsch.
Click Internet Explorer when everyone is on the desktop.
• If Robert Munsch's webpage is saved in the first grade folder, simply click
the icon.
Instruct the children to click on e-mail Robert Munsch.
Fill in names and the school's e-mail address in the boxes provided.
Begin typing in the large box provided.
Print one copy before clicking send for evaluation purposes,.

~he Official Robert Munsch Website
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Email Bob
Bob gets a lot of email, SO:
If you really Vfant your mail answered, send it by snail mail to:
'

.

Robert Munsch
15 Sharon Place
Guelph, Ontario, Canada
N1H 7V2
otherwise, fill out the form below:

Name
Email
Type your message to Bob in the box
below:

Send your message!
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I
Parts of a
Friendly Letter

Needs Work

Date

Created by:

E-mailing Robert Munsch
·

II

Average

Friendly letter format was not followed. Letter . Letter only includes l or 2 parts of a friendly
does not have a greeting, body, or closing.
; letter.

II
·.

I

Great Job!

Letter includes all 3 p~arts-o{afriendly fetter.
·

·---~------------·

-·-·

-

-· ... -·

---

No capital letters

A few capitaffetters-

:Used capital letters throughout the letter

No punctuation marks were used

Used some punctuation marks

Used proper punctuation throughout the letter

No complete sentences

One or two complete sentences

Three or more complete sentences

Did not follow directions

Followed some of the directions

[Did not work together

Work together some of time

Capital Letters

Proper
Punctuation

Complete
Sentences
• Followed all of the directions

Following
Directions

Working
Together

Worked together all the time
1-.)

°'_.

~ic;1.1-r1.:,.:,ic;.:,,::u11ic;111,

Name

----------Date _ _:.__ _ _ _-:--

E-mailing Robert Munsch

Name

Date

E-mailing Robert Munsch
Great Job!

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself

Great Job!

Average

Needs

Wet

~

Average

Needs Wtk

...

Parts of a Friendly Letter

Parts of a Friendly Letter

Capital Letters

Capital Letters

Proper Punctuation

Proper Punctuation

Complete Sentences

Complete Sentences

Following Directions

Fallowing Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:

~

·1
-

Teacher Comments:
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Lesson: Story Mapping with Robert Munsch
Objective: Students will be able to recall the setting, characters, problem and solution from
one ofRobert Munsch's books
Grouping: Pairs
M.aterials Needed:
• Computers
• Books by Robert Munsch
• URL- www.robertmunsch.com
Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Skills

•
•

Students need to have prior knowledge of Robert Munsch's books.

Step by Step:
Allow each group to select one of Robert Munsch's books to complete a story
map.

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project before getting the
computers out.
Get out the laptops and proceed to Kidspiration.
Click on the Reading and Writing box.
Scroll down and click on Thinking about Stories.
Begin entering information into the story web.
Remind children to go to the "green guy" and type their names.

t

...

What _is tBe
settmg?
__......., ~ _ , , , -

Who is the
mam
character?
---!oor
. . . R_S<_·

-------i
Who are the

.

Setting

Characters

I

r'-~h;;~: ~7.J

r-----J-·

I...~-··-·-,. ._,_~~

[__J

What happens
in the story?

t<>

°'
~:,.

KUDflC

I

Needs Work (1)

--------- My group did not include setting, character,
-

problem or solution.

Parts of a story

Date

Created by:

Storying Mapping Rubric

I

I
-----

--------------------------------------

--

My group included 1-3 parts of a story: Setting
Characters
Problem
Solution
- -

-

I

Grc:11 .foh (5)
--·- -----

..... ----······-

---------··· ---- -

··-.

--

.

-- ----

··-

: My group included all four parts of a story- Setting
· ·characters
Problem
,Solution
- -- -- --

-

My group did not have complete sentences.

My group only had a few complete sentences.

My group used complete sentences throughout
the story map.

My group did not use capital letters.

My group used capital letters once in awhile.

My group used capital letters where they were
needed.

My group did not use proper punctuation
marks.

My group used proper punctuation in a few
places

My group used proper punctuation throughout
our story web.

:My group did not follow directions.
-Names
1
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed 1 or 2 directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

My group followed all three directions.
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save the story web in both folders

:My group argued while working on our story
map. One person did all the work.

We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other person.

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finished our story map

Complete
Sentences

Capital Letters

Proper
Punctuation

Following
Directions

Working
Together

t-
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'

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - Date _ _ _ _ _ _:--

Storying- Mapping Rubric

Name_

Date

Storying Mapping Rubric
Gn:~11 Joh (_.:;·)

·rc;:11 Joh ( 51

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.

Needs Work

+) ~

l

Needs Work

Parts of a story

Parts of a story

Complete Sentences

Complete Sentences

Capital Letters

Capital Letters

Proper Punctuation

Proper Punctuation

Following Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:
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l

Teacher Comments:
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Lesson: Venn Diagram of 2 authors
Objective: Students will create a Venn Diagram. They will compare and contrast 2 authors
we have studied this year.
Grouping: Pairs
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• KidPix
• 2 Author Webs (Laura Numeroff, Jan Brett, Audrey Wood, Robert Munsch)
Background Knowledge:
Basic Computer Knowledge

•
•

Ability to recall the work of2 authors. It may be beneficial to revisit the authors'
web pages before beginning this project.

Step by Step:
Review Venn Diagrams.

•
•
•
•

1

•
•
•
•
•
•

Choose 2 authors.
Retrieve those author webs.
Allow time for children to talk about the 2 authors they decided compare and
contrast. If needed, allow them to revisit each authors website.
Explain the rubric and what students will be expected to do.
Get out the computers, log on, and open Kid Pix.
Children need to type their names at the top of the page.
Children will need to make 2 overlapping circles. If needed, provide template.
Label each circle with the names of the authors.
Begin entering information.

.A.uthor:

.Author:

t<>

°'co
Nan1es·

Rubric
Created by:

Author Venn Diagram

I

lI

Needs Work (1)

. . - - - - - - - - ~ ;We included at ieast 2facts in each circle and

Okay(])

Capital Letters
and Proper
Punctuation

lI

·G re~~d .ii•h! c;:
sor

1

facts

and

J fact in the compare / overlapping circle.

We included 4 facts in each circle and 2 facts
in the compare / overlapping circles

we Tncluded
more
in each circle
3 or more facts in the compare I overlapping
circles

We did not put the correct information under
each author. We mixed up the facts.

One or two of our facts are misplaced. The
information was not always correct.

Our facts are under the correct author and we
used informationftom the authors' web pages
mourwebs.

We did not use capital letters.
We did not use proper punctuation.

We used some capital letters.
We used some punctuation.

We used capital letters where they belong.
We used proper punctuation were it was
needed.

We did not have complete sentences.

Half of our sentences were complete sentences. All of our sentences were complete sentences.

Information

Correct
Placement

Date

Complete
Sentences

Following
Directions

Working
Together

We followed 1 or 2 of the directions.
-2 circles
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Typed the name of each author
the web in both folders
We argued while working on the Venn
Diagram. One person did all the work

We only followed 3 to 4 of the directions.
-2 circles
-Names
-Print 2 copies
-Save
-Save . -Typed the name of each author
the web in both folders
We argued a little and one person did more
work than the other

We followed all of the directions.
-Names
-2 circles
-Print 2 copies
-Typed the name of each author
the web in both folders

-Save

We talked about what we were going to write
and worked together to finish our Venn

Diagram.

t-

~~ll- ft:S:S\'.::S:S Ill \'.:ll 1,

Name

Name

Date

Date

Author Venn Diagram

Author Venn Diagram
-c;-1 ;

·; 1

Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.

Needs Work

ihi

)

( ;,-,_-'.;-':~ .!

l

itT l

~

\

()l,;(1','{ _~. 'i

Needs Work (1)

Information

Information

Correct Placement

Correct Placement

Capital Letters and Proper

Capital Letters and Proper

Complete Sentences

Complete Sentences

Fallowing Directions

Following Directions

Working Together

Working Together

Student Comments:
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Lesson: You be the Author
Ob_jective: Students will create their own biography.
Groupine: Individual
Materials Needed:
• Computers
• Kidspiration
Background Knowledge: ,
Basic Computer Knowledge

•
•
•

Knowledge of biographies.
Understanding of what kind of information to include in a biography.

Step by Step:
Review what each author included in his or her biography.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Talk about what might be important to include in their biography page.
Review the rubric that will be used to evaluate this project.
Get computers out, log on, and go to Kidspiration.
Click new picture.
Allow students to determine how the final biography looks as long as it has the
important elements reviewed in the rubric. If students are not ready for this
freedom, prepare a biography template.

- - - ~

Name:

I'm a star
when I...a

Where you were born.

Information about your family.

I'm good
at..

Things you like.
t,..)
,.J
t,..)

Lisa Butler

Iowa
Uove fo visit Nia and Caty when we have a

vacadori.. l lllso enj9y. feadingand refinishing

~e.

I'm good at - - using the

. ~ture. In
sp~gJ)ove to. pl~t flowers.
.In the fal,l you cimfmd tnepheering.on the Iowa
Hawkeyes! llo\re football.
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Name:

. Where you were born.

Things you like.

lnfonnation about your family.

I'm good at..

I'm a star when I.. .a

Rubric
Created by:

Biography Page

I

Needs Work (1)
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·-··

-----

..

--

,-

-

Date

I

II
than

G n:at .foh! {.~ l

and

own

I was creative
used my
ideas. I added
more than 3 pictures but did not add more than
8.

I did not think of my own ideas.

I did not add
pictures or I add more than 8 pictures.

I included 3 of my own ideas. I added less
2 pictures.

I included 3 facts about myself

I included 4-6 facts about myself.

I included my than 6 facts about myself.

I did not use capital letters.

I used some capital letters.

I used capital letters where they were needed.

I did not use correct punctuation.

I used correct punctuation sometimes.

I used correct punctuation in my biography.

I did not follow directions.
-Write about yourself.
-Print 2 copies
-Save in your folder as Biography

I followed some of the directions.
-Write about yourself.
-Print 2 copies
-Save in your folder as Biography

I followed all of the directions.
-Write about yourself.
-Print 2 copies
-Save in your folder as Biography

Creativity

I

Information

Capital Letters

Punctuation

Following
Directions

V

Self-Assessment
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Name

-----------Date-------'---
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Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date _ _ _ _ _ __

Biography Page

Biography Page
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Use the criteria on
the rubric to
evaluate yourself.

Needs Work

er ~

l

Needs Work

Creativity

Creativity

Information

Information

Capital Letters

Capital Letters

Punctuation

Punctuation

Following Directions

Following Directions

Student Comments:

t)

~

l

Teacher Comments:

~
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Conclusion
Children are growing up in a technological world. To be prepared for the future,
it is important for schools and teachers to consider the impact of technology on student
learning.
To that end, computers in the primary classroom provide a significant opportunity
to positively impact writing instruction. Not unlike other more well known techniques
for educating students, great care and diligence must be used in the selection and
utilization of computers in the primary classrooms. More specifically, for computers to
make a positive impact, it is important to investigate the programs that will be used,
provide children with appropriate background knowledge and continue to use proven
writing techniques.
While there are very few studies examining the impact of full implementation of
computer resources in the primary classroom, it seems self-evident that greater research
into this topic would be beneficial to some if not all educators. This kind of in-depth
study would not only capitalize on the use of prevalent technologies and add valuable
education opportunities, but it would also enable the greatest utilization of machines
some children have only known to be vehicles of game-playing or other slight diversions.
With increased computer opportunities come increased comfort levels with technologies
of all kinds. I am hopeful that the techniques I have described will create an environment
in which students will reach out when given the chance to experiment with new
technologies. More importantly, however, I am convinced that with the appropriate
application of this technology, students can become better readers and more articulate
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writers.
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Computer Programs

Clicker
Crick Software Millennium Products 2000
www.cricksoft.com
KidPix Deluxe
TLC Productivity Properties 2000
www.learningcompanyschool.com
I

Kidspiration
Inspiration Software, Inc 2000
www.inspiration.com
Stationary Studio
Fable Vision, Inc. 2003
www.fablevision.com/stationerystudio
Student Writing Center
TLC Productivity Properties 1995
www.learningcompanyschool.com

Websites

Jan Brett

www. janbrettcom

Robert Munsch

www.robertmunsch.com

Laura Numeroff

www.lauranumeroff com

Audrey Wood

www.audreywood.com/mac
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